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Abstract
We prove an analogue of the Hodge cohomology theorem for a certain class of non-
compact manifolds. Specifically, let M be a compact manifold with boundary OM,
and let g be a metric on Int(M). Assume that there exists a collar neighborhood of
the boundary, U - (0, 1), x ×M, in which g has the form
dx 2  h
9 - 2 a+2  X2b
where h is a fixed metric on OM, and a > b > 0 are two real numbers. We show
that the k-th Hodge cohomology group of Int(M) is isomorphic to Hk(M, OM) if
k < n+l-a/b to Hk(M) if k > n-+a/b and to the image of the inclusion of Hk(M, OM)
2 2into Hk(M) if -< -< 2 or if b = O. In the proof we write the restriction
of an arbitrary k-form on M to U as - + / A We then describe doubly
weighted Sobolev spaces on M. For elements of these spaces the harmonic parts of
w1 and w2 lie in one Sobolev space, while the non-harmonic parts of wl and w2 lie in
a differently defined Sobolev space. We prove that d + 6 is Fredholm on almost all of
these doubly weighted spaces, except for a finite number of values of w. This gives
us an analogue of the Hodge decomposition theorem and leads to the result. This
work generalizes earlier theorems of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer for b-metrics (case
a = b = 0) and of Melrose for scattering metrics (case a = b = 1).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For a compact Riemannian manifold M without boundary, the Hodge theorem states
that the k-th Hodge cohomology group of M, Ik (M), is isomorphic to the k-th
DeRham cohomology of M, Hk(M). Here %-k(M) is the space of forms of order k in
the kernel of the Hodge Laplacian D = d6 + 6d, where d is the deRham operator and
6 is its adjoint.
There is no general analogue of the Hodge theorem for non-compact Riemannian
manifolds. It has been extended to manifolds with cylindrical and conical ends, as
follows. By definition, a non-compact Riemannian manifold M with metric g has a
cylindrical end if there is an open set U C M (a neighborhood of infinity) which can
be written as U = (1, co)t x N, where N is a compact Riemannian manifold, M - U
is compact in M, and the metric g on U has the form
g = dt2 + h(y, dy)
where h is a metric on N. (We write y and dy as the arguments of h to emphasize
that in any local coordinates yi on N, h has the form -ij hij(yi,... yn-_)dyidyj.)
So, intuitively speaking, a manifold with a cylindrical end is just a manifold in
which a neighborhood of infinity looks like a product of a half-line with a compact
manifold N. The definition of a manifold with a conical end is very similar: M is
defined to have a conical end if it has an open subset U that can be represented as
U = (1, o00)t x N, where N is compact, M - U is compact, and g on U has the form
g = e2t dt 2 + e2th(y, dy)
Here, as before, h(y, dy) is an Riemannian metric on N. So, on a manifold with a
conical end, the t- and y- components of the metric both grow at the same rate (here,
exponentially) near infinity.
To simplify computations it is often a good idea to compactify such manifolds,
turning them into compact manifolds with boundary and with a metric that grows
to infinity near the boundary. In both definitions above, let x = e- t . Then the first
metric becomes
dx2
g = X2 + h(y, dy)
on (0, 1), x N, and the second one,
dx2  h(y,dy)g= +X4  X2
in a neighborhood of the boundary.
These two classes of metrics on Riemannian manifolds with boundary are called
the b-metrics and scattering metrics, respectively. They encompass many examples
of non-compact manifolds that come up in practice. The analogues of the Hodge
theorem for b- and scattering metrics have been known for some time. Specifically,
Atiyah, Patodi and Singer proved the following result in [2]:
Theorem 1.1 Let M be a compact manifold with boundary OM, and g be a b-metric
on Int(M). Then
Ik(M) c-- Im(i : Hk(M, OM) -+ Hk(M))
where i is the natural inclusion of the DeRham cohomology of M relative to its bound-
ary into the DeRham cohomology of M.
An analogous theorem for scattering metrics is found in Melrose's work [6]
Theorem 1.2 Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary OM, and
g a scattering metric on Int(M). Then
H k(M, OM) if<
HNk(M) Im(i : Hk(M, M) --+ Hk(M)) if k = " and n is even
Hk(M) if k >
The goal of this paper is to generalize these results for another class of metrics on
compact manifolds with boundary. Let a > b > 0 be two non-negative real numbers,
and M a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary OM. A metric g on Int(M)
is called a type (a, b)-metric if there is a collar neighborhood U of 9M (diffeomorphic
to [0, 1). x dM) in which g has the form
dx 2  h(y, dy)
x2a+2 x2b
for a metric h on &M. Thus a type (0, 0)-metric is a b-metric, and a type (1, 1)-metric
is a scattering metric. The Hodge theorem for type (a, b)-metrics is as follows:
Theorem 1.3 Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary &M, a >
b 2 0 be two real numbers, and g be a type (a, b) metric on Int(M). If b = 0, then
7-k(M) 
_- Im(i : Hk(M, aM) -+ Hk(M))
If b > 0, then
H(M' n+l-ýHk(M, M) if k <n -
@k(M) = Im(i : Hk(M, &M) H k(M)) if 2 < k < 2
Hk(M) if k > 2
Of course, when b > 0 and b > n + 1, only the second of the three cases listed above
will occur.
The case b = 0 follows trivially from the result of Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer: a
change of variables y = exp(- ) reduces the problem to the b-metrics. If b > 0, the
case a = b is easy to reduce to Melrose's result: another change of variables, y = axa,
transforms our metric into a scattering metric. (A similar change of coordinates
can reduce any (a, b)-metric to an (1, 1)-metric. But when a is greater than b, the
assumption that b = 1 does not simplify the proof in any way.) From now on we
assume that a > b > 0. In this case the structure of the argument is this:
For any differential form w E k (M), the restriction of Q to U can be written
as - + dl A - , where wl and w2 are x-dependent differential forms on OM
of order k and k - 1, respectively. Thus the form wlU can be written as a 2 x 1
matrix with entries wl and w2 . We call wl the tangential part of w in U, and w2 the
conormal part of w in U. We say that an x-dependent form w1 on WM is boundary
harmonic (or boundary non-harmonic) if wi(x) lies in the kernel of daM + 6aM (or
image of daM + SaM). We will abbreviate "boundary harmonic" and "boundary non-
harmonic" to BH and BNH.
In chapter 2 we compute the operator D = d + 6 in matrix notation. In the collar
neighborhood U it has the form
D ( xbDI -a+l + (n -A - 1)bx
kxa+1• - Abxa -zxb D '
where D' = daM + 6aM is the Hodge operator on the boundary of M. It is easy to see
that D preserves the BH and BNH part of a form in U. This leads us to define the
doubly weighted Sobolev spaces H m,"' , ' of forms of order k on Int(M). Let p be a
smooth function such that supp(p) C U and p is identically equal to 1 on the subset
of U diffeomorphic to (0, c) x OM for a small c E (0, 1). By definition, w belongs to
H m ,w," ' if three conditions hold. First, (1 - p)w must lie in Hem(M). Second, the
BNH part of pw must lie in xwL 2 (U) along with its derivatives of order up to m with
respect to any m vector fields that can be written as sums of z a - b+1 a with a smooth
tangential vector field. Third, the BH part of p1w must lie in xw'L 2 along with its
derivatives of order up to m with respect to x - -. The definition and properties of
these spaces are discussed in detail in chapter 3.
In spite of their compliated definition, the doubly weighted Sobolev spaces are
natural objects to work with when trying to invert the D operator. In fact, D :
H m ,w ,"• '  Hm-l,w+a,w' +b will be Fredholm almost always, unless w belongs to a
finite set of exceptional values, which depend on a and b. The Fredholm properties of
D are discussed in chapter 4. We first quote two equivalent definitions of a Fredholm
operator: for two Banach spaces B 1 and B2, an operator P : B 1 --- B 2 is Fredholm if it
induces an invertible map P' : B1/V1 -- B 2/V 2 for some choice of finite-dimensional
subspaces V1 C B 1 and V2 C B 2. Equivalently, P is Fredholm if its kernel and
cokernel are finite-dimensional and its range is closed. Equivalently, if i : B 1 -- B 3 is
a compact embedding of Banach spaces, then P : B 1 - B 2 is Fredholm if and only if
the inequality
IVlllB, < C(llP(v)IB 2 + 3Ii(v)llB3  (1.1)
(where C is a constant) holds for any v E B 1, and a similar inequality is true for the
adjoint P* : B* --+ B.
We use the second definition to prove that D : Hm w ' , H m - 1,w+a,w'+b is Fred-
holm unless w = b(n-2k-1)-a for some k e {0, 1,... n - 1}. In the proof we will work
with B 1 = HmW',"', B 2 = Hm - l w + a w'+b, and B3 = Hm - l,w -1,w + b- a, and use the fact
that D is adjoint to itself. The inequality is proved by breaking an arbitrary k-form
w E Hm~' ,w, into three parts as in the definition of H m ', ,"' , proving the corresponding
inequality for each part, and then bringing the three resulting estimates together by
using the triangle inequality.
In section 4.1 we establish the Fredholm properties of a model operator which is
closely related to the restriction of D to boundary harmonic forms on U. The entries
of D on the main diagonal vanish in this case, and the entries off the main diagonal
are multiples of x- + Ck, where Ck is a constant that depends on the degree k of w.
Using a change of variables x = et, we derive the Fredholm properties of x- + Ck
on U from the properties of a + Ck on the real line, with an exponentially weighted
measure. This is the part from which the condition on w arises.
In section 4.2 we prove that a model operator for D on boundary non-harmonic
forms on U is Fredholm regardless of m or the weight w'. To see this, we break D
into a sum of two parts
DI -0 /-b+A a0xax -b
x-bD = (n - A - 1)bz-b
xa-b+1 -D' Aba-b 0
b-a
By setting t = b-a we can replace x a - b+1 a with o. A Fourier transform in t then
allows us to go from o to iý. After these transformations, the first summand becomes
elliptic, because its determinant is -(D') 2 - 2, and D' is elliptic and invertible on
non-harmonic forms (this is the reason we treat the harmonic part separately). The
first summand is therefore invertible, hence it must satisfy a Fredholm-type estimate,
by the closed graph theorem. From there it is easy to see (by the triangle inequality)
that the entire operator D on non-harmonic forms supported in U also satisfies a
Fredholm-type inequality, because the second summand can be estimated by the norm
of w in a bigger doubly weighted space. We then derive the Fredholm properties of
D on forms supported in the interior of M. Because the forms we are working with
are compactly supported this time, inequality (1.1) for these forms follows from the
standard elliptic regularity results. We finally use the triangle inequality to bring
together the three Fredholm-type inequalities for D. We show that, unless w is one
of the exceptional values, D is Fredholm on the entire space Hm•" • '
In chapter 5 we use the Fredholm properties of D on doubly weighted Sobolev
spaces to give a proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows the same lines as the proof of the
Hodge theorem for compact manifolds. We will frequently need to use the identity
(da, 3) = (a, J63) for various forms a and 3. This transition will only be justified
as long as a and 3 decay sufficiently fast near the boundary. In section 5.1 we give
several conditions on how fast a and 3 have to decay for this integration by parts
to be legitimate. In section 5.2. we prove Theorem 1.3 for the case k < 2a/b
Poincare duality enables us to immediately derive a similar result for k > n+a/b
We prove the existence and injectivity of a map from 7k(M) to Hk(M, &M) similarly
to the way it is done for a compact manifold, although we need to rely on the results
of section 5.1 on multiple occasions. For surjectivity we have to use the Fredholm
properties of D, and the proof is slightly different depending on whether or not D
is Fredholm as a map into L2 . The key result in the proof of surjectivity is Lemma
5.14, which also explains where the distinction between k < 2+1-a/b and k > n+1-a/b
comes from. Finally, in section 5.3 we prove Theorem 1.3 for n+l-a/b < k < n-+a/b.2 - 2
the result extends by Poincare duality to k = n-l+a/b This is comparatively easy,
because we are able to use Lemma 5.14 and other results of Section 5.2.
In conclusion, we note that our line of proof relies heavily on the fact that a is no
smaller than b. The general statement of the Hodge theorem for type (a, b)-metrics
when a is less than b remains an open question. A result along these lines was obtained
by Mazzeo in his paper [5], where he proved that for a = 0 and b = 1 7 kk(M) will be
isomorphic to Hk(M, &M) for k < ', to Hk(M) for k > n+-, and for = the
space of harmonic forms is infinite-dimensional.
Chapter 2
Matrix notation.
Let M be a compact n-dimensional oriented manifold with boundary OM and a
boundary-defining function x. Then there is a collar neighborhood U of &M and a
diffeomorphism 0: U -+ [0, 1)x x OM,. Our assumption is that M has a Riemannian
metric g, and that in the collar neighborhood U,
dx2  h(y,dy)
g(x, y) = x2a+ 2  x2b
where a > b are two positive real numbers and h(y, dy) defines a metric on OM.
Consider a point p = (xo, Yo) E (0, 1), x OMy. Let el,..., e._l be an orthonormal
basis of Tuo(6M) in the metric h. Let e*,... ,e*_ 1 be a dual basis of T(l(OM). Then
el,... en- are no longer orthonormal in the metric g, because g divides their norm
by xb. Instead, an orthonormal basis of TpM consists of the vectors
xbe1 l,x oe 2 , ... Xben-, and zX+ l 9
and the corresponding dual basis of TP*M contains
e* e2 en- 1  dxS1 2 n- andxb' b'' ''' b and~+
S 0o a+ l
An orthonormal basis of A k TPM contains every possible wedge product of any k
of these n covectors. In other words, it is the union of
{-okbe ... e* "1 < i2< < < neik A ei2 1k 2 --
with
Sa+1+(k-)b 1 i2 k -- 1 < i1 < i2 < < ik-1 <
(To repeat again, all these covectors have norm 1 in the metric g.)
Let now a(y) E Qk(OM) be a differential form on OM of order k. Then for any
function f(x, y) on U, f(x, y)a(y) is a differential form of order k on U. Because of
what we just said, the identity
Ilf (xo, o)C(yo) I Ip,g = xo f(xo, Yo)a(Yo) yo,h
holds at every p = (x0 , Yo) c U. Here Ilal p,g means "the norm of the restriction of
a to T'M in the metric g". Likewise if 3 E Qk-l(OM) is a differential form of order
k - 1 on OM, then f(x, y)dx A 0(y) is an element of Qk (U) for any function f(x, y)
on U. For that form, the identity
I f(zo, yo)dx A (yo) Ip,g = Z- I )b+a+1 f (X, YO)/(Yo) yo,h
will be true for every p = (xo, Yo) E U.
Finally, assume w E fk (U) is a form of order k on U. Then there is a unique way
to write w = a + dx A /, where both a and / are forms on OM which depend on x.
Informally speaking, that means neither a nor / has a dx in any of its terms. In other
words, both a and 0 can be written as finite sums of terms of the form f(x, y)yi(y),
with each yi a differential form on OM. We will call a the tangential part of w in U,
and 3 the conormal part of w in U. Clearly a has order k, and / has order k - 1. We
are going to use the matrix notation: we will think of w as consisting of two parts, a
and 0, and write
w = a + dx A = X(k-)b+a+l (2.1)
This clever notation lets us recover the norm of w from the norms of its components
without juggling the powers of x. Namely, at each p = (x0, Yo) E U
po
xkboKx(k~l)b~a+l) = | a + dx A t!•,g = Ia|Ig + |dx A 51 =
P,g
X O• •o,h + IIk-)b+a+1 o,h
It is convenient to rewrite (2.1) as follows:
W Wl dx W2== -•2 (2.2)
Wk) 2 ) cb xa+1 X(k-l)b
where w1 and w2 are x-dependent differential forms on OM of order k and k - 1,
respectively.
2.1 The d + 6 operator in matrix notation.
Let d : Q(M) --, Q(M) denote the deRham operator on the manifold M. Let
bR(M) -+ Q(M) be its adjoint. An important property of d and 6 is that they
are both local. That is, if a and 3 coincide on an open set V C M, then da coincides
with dp3, and Sa with 6/3, on V. So it makes sense to speak of d and 6 on the collar
neighborhood U.
Differential forms on U can be written as (2 x 1)-matrices with entries in Q(OM).
So the linear operator d + 6 on U can be written, in that notation, as a (2 x 2) -
matrix, and its entries will be first order differential operators on Q(aM). Our goal
in this section is to compute that matrix.
Let d' denote the deRham operator on the boundary OM of M. If a is an x-
dependent differential form on &M, then d'a is well-defined by
(d'a)(xo) = d'(a(xo)) E (2(OM)
That is, d' differentiates x-dependent forms on OM in the directions tangent to OM,
treating x as a parameter. If (W, yl, Y2,... yn-l) is a coordinate patch on OM, then
d' has this form on (0, 1), x W,:
n-1f(X, y,...yn-1)
d' (f (i, y ..., y_-l)d? ... A dyik) = Y dyA ^ ys ... A dyl
j=1
This, of course, extends linearly to Q((0, 1) x W).
On the other hand, by the definition of d,
d (f(x, yl, .. ., yn-l)dyi ... A dyik)
f (x, yl,., y,-l) dx A dya, ... A dyik +,i I n-dyj A dyil ... A dyik
ax Yx A Ady, ... AdyEkyjj=1
Therefore, if we denote f(x, yl,... , yn-)dyi, ... A dyik by -y for brevity, then
O"ydy = dx A + d'y (2.3)
By linearity, (2.3) holds for any -y E Q((0, 1) x W). Because the left-hand and
right-hand sides of (2.3) do not involve coordinates on OM, (2.3) must be true on all
of U. (2.3) easily implies
d(wl + dx A w2) = dwl - dx A dw2 = d'(w) + dx A ( - d' 2) (2.4)
where wl and w2 are x-dependent differential forms on WM.
We need to perform two more steps. First, we want to put the powers of x in this
expression, and second, we want to do the same calculation for 6. Let's start with
the powers of x. Consider an arbitrary element of Qk(U):
(W1 w dx 2 W  k
W = =xk-b xa+l ^ (k-1)b-- (U)
Then (2.4) clearly implies that dw is equal to
(wl dx w2 dw I  (a (l W2
d (-• + A (-) = - + dx A (x ( )- d' (k-+a+)TZb +a+l (k-1kb 97 Xkb TXgkbb X(k-1)b+a+1
xbd w1 d-kbwl 1 Owl 1 xbd'w2
x(k+1)b xA kb+1 + k b Ox Xa+1 Xkb
xbd'w 1  dx (-kbbxaw1 a+1 Wl Xbd'w 22
= + A +
x(k+l)b Xa+l kb xkb 9X Xkb
Here we are using the fact that d' commutes with powers of x, since it does not
involve differentiation in x. The last expression is easy to write in the matrix form,
because d'wl is a form of order k + 1; and wl, l, and d'w2 are all forms of order k.
The last expression is therefore equal to
SbdWl d1= 
-kbXaW1 + Xa+1 _xbdW 2 ) =2 d
Consequently,
zbd' 0
-kbxa +xza+1 -zbd' (2.5)
is the expression in matrix form of d : k(U) _ Qk+(U).
To compute D in matrix form we also need a similar expression for 6. Since 6 is
loca, we can assume without loss of generality that w is compactly supported inside
U. It is well known that in this case
6w = (-1)n(k+l)+l * d * w
where * is the Hodge star on U. To get a matrix form expression for 6, we first need a
relation between * and *', the Hodge star on OM. Choose an orientation on &M which
is compatible with the orientation on M in the following way: if p = (xo, Yo) E U, then
a basis (el,..., e_l) of Tyo(M) is positively oriented if and only if (•, el,..., en_ 1)
is a positively oriented basis of TpM. Equivalently, a basis (e*,..., e*_) of To(aM)
is positively oriented if and only if (dx, e, ... , e_-1) is a positively oriented basis of
TpM.
In the same notation, let (e*,...
, e_ ) be a positively oriented basis of Tyo(8M),
orthonormal in the h metric. Then (~dT, e en, -1) is a positively oriented basis
of TpM, orthonormal in the g metric. Consequently, for any k < n
dx Ae A e A... A = A '(el A eA... A e)
Za+l xb Xb b = b Xb Xb X(n-k-1)b
And similarly,
, e_ ek e k dz e'k+ e+2 
e*-
SA... ) = (-1) A ... An-
Zb b b a+ b Xb Xb
k dx *'(el A e2 A ... A ek)
Za+1 Z (n-k-1)b
Consequently, for any x-dependent k-th order differential form X- on WM,
) = (-1)k A and * AA (2.6)
Xkb xa+l X(n-k-1)b xa+l Xkb X(n-k-1)b
It is also clear from the definition of *' that it commutes with 2. Indeed, any
x-dependent differential form w on WM can be written as a sum of terms of the form
f(x, y)wi(y), with each wi(y) in Q(OM). Since
a ( f(,= ) ,,S* (f(x,y)w (y))= (f(xy) *' Laj(y)) = f(XY) *W(y)= * (f(x, y)w~(y))O- 9x Ox ax
*' must commute with .
ax"
The way is now open for us to compute 6 in the matrix form. Because this
computation is harder, we will work with `1 and dx A W2 separately. Using the
identities (2.6), we get
6( c) = (-1)n(k+l)+l * d 1(kb kb
= (--1) n (k+ 1) + 1 )
= -(- 1)n(k+1)+l (-1 k  dx A
- (_ 1)n(k+1)+k b i* d' 'w 1
x(k-1)b
The last transition is just the second identity in (2.6) applied to a form of order n-k+l
instead of order k + 1. Observe that wl is an (x-dependent) differential form of order
k on an (n - 1)-dimensional manifold &M. Therefore 6'wl = (-1)(n-1)(k+1)+1 *i d''w 1 ,
where 6' is the adjoint of d' on Q(OM). Hence the above expression is equal to
(-_l)n(k+l)+k(_l)(n-1)(k+l)+l Xb'1WI
x(k-l)b
The combined power of -1 in this expression is
nk + n + k + nk + n- k- 1 + 1 = 2(nk + n)
so it's just 1, and therefore
or, using matrix notation,
The calculation will be
W1  xbl' 16kb - (k~-)bXkb =X(k1l)b
(W XbyW 1  (2.7)0 ) 0
harder for 6 (Xd +lA ), because it will involve the
product rule. Nonetheless, clenching our teeth and using (2.6), we write
6 ( 6 dx
xa+
A W2(1)
X(k-1)b
= (-1)n(k+1)+1 * d* (dx
xa~l
A l2
X(k-1)b
= (-1)n(k+l)+ 1
S(1)n(k+1)
+ 1 *
= (I1)n(k+l) + 1
= (-1)n(k+l) + 1
d ( * /W2x(n-k)b
dx A
(dx A
dx
Xa+l
dx
xa+
- (_l)n(k+l)+1
xa+ 1 ~*W2
X(k-1)b
a
OXx(n-k)b
x W(n-k)b(n-ck)b
+ d' *(k)b2x(n-k)b/
(n - k)b *' w2
x(n-k)b+l
Xa(n - k)b *' *'2+
X(k-1)b
(_l)nk+1 dx
+a+l
Xb *' d' ' W2
A x(k-2)b
Recall that, for a k-th order form a on an n-dimensional manifold M, * * a =
(-1)k(n-k)a . In our case 02 and L are (x-dependent) forms of order k - 1 on an
(n - 1)-dimensional manifold OM. It follows that
*' *' / 2 = (-l)(k-1)(n-k) w 2 and f' *, tw 2  (k-1)(n-k) &W2Ox Ox
We also know that 6'w2 = (-I)(n - 1)k+ l *' d/ *' w2. These three identities allow us
to further simplify the last expression above. It is equal to
- (_l)n(k+l)+l
(xa+law 2 (n - k)bXa( 1 )(k-1)(n- (k )b  ( 1)(k1(k)()b
x(k1l)b x(k1I)b ±
(l)n-k+1(l)(n-1)k+l dx
xa+l
d' * /w2 \2S x(n-k)b
•
Za+l a 8x 2A 8 W2
x(n-k)b
xa(n - k)b *' w2
-A
1 x(n-k)b
b d' * W2
+ X(n-k+1)b
xb 6L02
A (k-2)b
X(k-2)bl
And now the time has come to count the powers of -1. We are counting them modulo
2, of course. So we can use identities like n = -n, k = k2 , etc., which hold modulo 2
for integer numbers.
n(k + 1)+ 1 + (k- 1)(n- k) = nk + n + 1 + nk + n + k 2 + k = 1
n(k+ 1)+ 1 + n -k+ 1 + (n- 1)k+ = nk+ n 1+n+k+ 1 +nk+k+ 1= 1
So our expression is finally equal to
(n - k)bxaw2
x(k-1)b
dz xb •W2
Xa+l x(k-2)b
Rewriting the same equation in matrix notation, we get
-xa+l9 + (n - k)bxa 2
-
b
/•W2
It is now easy to add (2.7) to this identity and obtain
xb6w 1 - Xa+ 2 + (n - k)bxa 2
OxbI 2
This means the matrix form of 6 is
- xa+l + (n - k)bxa
-- b X I
(2.8)
as an operator on Qk(U).
Adding (2.5) to (2.8), we get an expression for d + 6 in the matrix form. Let D
denote the operator d + 6, and D' denote d' + 6'. Then
D( bDI
D=
xa+1 - kbxa
-X a+ l + (n - k)bxa
x-bD '
( dx6xa~l A (W2X(k-1)b Xa+l 9W2x(k-1)b
0
w2
6 (
6 (W0
W2
xb 6
0
as an operator on Qk(U).
We would like to extend this notation to the entire 2(U). For that we need to
replace multiplication by k in this matrix with the number operator. The number
operator is just that - multiplication by the order of the form.
Definition 2.1 For a manifold M, the number operator A : Q(M) --+ ((M) is
the linear operator uniquely defined by
Aw = kw if w E (k(M)
In our computations, wl has order k, so Awl = kwl. However, w2 has order k - 1,
so Aw2 = (k - 1)w2 . This explains why the final expression for D = d + 5 in the
matrix form is
D bD' I + (n - A - 1)bxa (2.9)
Za+l a _ Abra _-xbD'
and this expression stays the same on all of ((U). This matrix form of D will motivate
our definition of the doubly weighted Sobolev spaces, on which D will (almost always)
be Fredholm.
Chapter 3
Doubly weighted Sobolev spaces.
As before, let D' = d' + 6' be the Hodge-deRham operator on OM, where 6' is the
adjoint of d' with respect to the metric h. According to the ordinary Hodge theorem
for the compact manifold OM, for each k E {0, 1,..., n - 1} there is an orthogonal
decomposition
Qk(OM) = d'k-l(OM) ( D'Qyk+'1(M) t QD(aM)
where fQk(&M) = Ker(D') n Qk(8M) is the space of harmonic forms of order k on
OM. Simplifying notation, we will denote d'fok-1((M) E 3'2k+l(0M) by Qkfh(M)
(the letters nh stand for non-harmonic). Let rx denote the orthogonal projection
from qk (OM) onto k (OM). Then any element wl E Q k(OM) can be expressed as
W1 =--w + (1 - Jx)w, where irw1 e Jh (M) and (1 - rwil) e nhIh(8M).
If wl is an x-dependent form of order k on OM, then it is likewise possible to write
w1 = irw1 + (1 - 7r)wl, where, by definition, (7rwi)(x) = ir(wi(x)). Because 7r is an
orthogonal projection, the x-dependent forms rww and (1 - 7r)wl will have the same
regularity as w.
We have seen that the restriction to U of any w E Qk(M) can be written as
w1  dx W2 1
,1u AZkb a+1 A( -1)b ()
where wl and w2 are differential forms on oM which depend on x. Therefore, wlu can
also be decomposed into the following sum:
2 rw2  (1 - 7r)w 2
where, for each x e (0, 1), rwi(x) E Qk (M), and _W2r(x) Qk-1l(M), and likewise
(1- 7r)wl e Qkz(&M) and (1- 7r)w2 E Qk-l(M). We will denote the form 7rW li
by 7rw, and call it the boundary harmonic part of w in U. Similarly, (1 - ir)w will be
called the boundary non-harmonic part of w in U. Through the rest of this exposition
we will abbreviate "boundary harmonic" and "boundary non-harmonic" to BH and
BNH, respectively. The definition of the BH and BNH part of a form extends by
linearity to the space Q(M).
If w has a zero BH part or a zero BNH part, it is possible to simplify the matrix
by which D acts on w in the collar neighborhood U. Assume first that the BNH part
of w in U is zero. Then wl(x) and w2 (x) are harmonic for each x, i.e. they satisfy
D'wl(x) = D'w2 (x) = 0. According to (2.9), D acts on wlu by
DO0 -x~x + (n - A-1)b (3.1)D = z a  (3.1)
xa - Ab 0
As we will see later, the matrix in the right-hand side will define a Fredholm operator
on all but a finite number of weighted Sobolev spaces. We remark in passing that d
and 6 act on wlu by
0 0 0 -x-+(n-A-1)b
d=x and 6 = ( A )b (3.2)
axa- - Ab 0 0 0
respectively. This follows from (2.5) and (2.8) and the fact that d' and 6' restrict to
0 on G2h(OM). (A harmonic form on OM is d'-closed and 6'-closed).
On the other hand, if w, and w2 have zero BH parts, then D acts on w U via
S-a-b+1- A - )bza-b
SXa-b+1 - + ) + ( -Aba-b nA01)b
In section 4 we will see that this operator satisfies a Fredholm-type estimate on an
appropriately defined space of forms with no BH part. The first matrix will induce
an isomorphism, because D' is an isomorphism on Qnh(OM). The second matrix will
be too small compared to the first to stop the entire operator from being Fredholm.
Expressions (3.1) and (3.3) point us to the fact that D shifts the weight (intuitively
thought of as "power of x") by a on the BH part of a form in U, and by b on the
BNH part of that form in U. So, in order to define a family of spaces on which D will
be Fredholm, we will need to keep track of the weights of the BH and the BNH part
of a form separately. This leads to the definition of doubly weighted Sobolev spaces
H m 'w,"', which we will now give.
For any c E (0, 1), let Uc denote the subset of the collar neighborhood U that is
diffeomorphic to (0, c) x OM. A vector field on U is said to be tangential if its natural
projection onto (0, 1) is zero. For m E Z+, we say that a differential form w on U lies
in Hm if three conditions hold. The first is that 7rw = 0, i.e. w has no BH part. The
second is that supp(w) C Uc for some c E (0, 1), i.e. w is compactly supported inside
[0, 1) x &M. The third condition is that for any 1 < m, i < m - 1, and any 1 vector
fields vl,... vl on U which are pullbacks to U of smooth vector fields on OM,
V, VU2... VV * (Vxa-b+Ia))i  E L 2 k(U)
Here V is the standard Levi-Civita connection associated with the metric h. In-
formally speaking, the third condition states that the elements of Hnm, must stay in
L 2 (U) if we hit them with a or za-b+1 up to m times. Here the yi-s are the local
coordinates on OM.
We remark that, since the elements of H, are compactly supported inside [0, 1) x
OM, it may have been more appropriate to denote that space H m,,,. We leave the
index c out to avoid overloading our notation with indices when we proceed to define
the space Hm•n,
The definition of H,-~ for a positive integer m will be similar to that of an ordinary
negative Sobolev space. Instead of requiring that the derivatives of a form up to m-th
order lie in L2 , we will require that it is a sum of derivatives of forms in Hoz of order
up to m. The derivatives here are taken in the sense of distributions. So, strictly
speaking, a form w with distributional coefficients lies in H- m if it can be written as
a finite sum
N
w = Vw,3 V, 2 J * . V v.3 ( a-b+l) )
j=1
where, for each j, each vp,j is a pullback to U of a smooth vector field on OM, and
1j + ij < m, and each wj lies in Hoz(U). This definition implies that supp(w) C Uc
for some c < 1; if supp(wj) C U,, for each j, then c can be taken to be the biggest of
the numbers cl,..., cy.
We will now show that a suitable change of variables can identify space Hm to a
subspace of the ordinary weighted Sobolev space on R x aM. Let D : (-oo, -0 -b) x
1 1OM -- (0, 1) x aM be defined by 4(t, p) = ((a- b) b-• (-t) b--, p). It is clear that 4 is a
diffeomorphism with inverse 4 - 1(x, p) = ((a-b ) a-b,P Moreover, C commutes with
projection onto OM, so it maps vector fields which are pullbacks of smooth vector
fields on OM to other vector fields which have the same property. We finally compute
dx = (a - b) 1 (-t) b-oa and hence ) ( ) = aat 09x
(Of course, this is the reason why we defined t this way in the first place.) The volume
form on U is pulled back by 4 to
(dx A dVolh a+1+t(b-1)Q*(dVolg) = D (a b(-1))= ((a - b)(-t)) a-b dt A dVolh
Consequently, a differential form w will be an element of Hm iff supp(w) C Uc for some
cE (0, 1), and rw- = 0, and D*w E H m ((-o, -1b) x aM, (-t) +-b dt A dVolh ,
the ordinary Sobolev space on (-oo, - b x OM). (We remove the constant from the
measure, because that does not affect the definition of the Sobolev space.) This is
true since V* maps xa - b+1 to o. Note that the power of t in the measure can be
transformed into a weight, by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1 For any real W E R and K > 0 and any compact Riemannian manifold
&M with metric h,
H m ((oo, -K) x aM, (-t)2Wdt A dVolh) = t-wHm((-oo, -K) x OM)
Here Hm((-oo, -K) x OM) denotes the Sobolev space for the usual measure dt A
dVolh. The proof of this lemma involves induction on m and repeated uses of the
product rule, and it is almost exactly the same as the argument in the proof of Lemma
4.13.
To simplify notation, let us temporarily denote the quantity a±+1b(n-1) by W.
Recall that t-WHcm((-oc, - a-)) carries a natural Sobolev inner product: for any
two forms a and 3 in that space, the inner product of a and 0 is defined to be
the inner product of t•a and two in H m (R x aM). While t-WHm((-oo, -- _) x
&M) is not closed under that inner product, each of its subspaces of the form
t-WHm((-oc, -K] x OM) is closed and hence is a Hilbert space (for each K > 1b ).
The map I* enables us to carry over the same property to Hm. That is, there is an
intrinsic inner product on Hm defined by
(a, /)Hj = (D*a (/ 3 )t-WHm((-oo,- ab)xDM)
and while Hm is not a Hilbert space under that inner product, its subspaces of the
form {w E Hm : supp(w) C [0, K] x oM} will be Hilbert for any K E (0, 1). This
is the case because 7r is a continuous projection, and its kernel Qnz (&M) is a closed
subspace.
Let w' be any real number. We will define H"mw' as xz 'H m : by definition, a form
w E Q(U) lies in Hm,w' if and only if x-"w EC Hm. This, of course, implies that w is
compactly supported inside [0, 1) x OM. The natural isomorphism w - xU-'uw from
Hml,' to H' induces an inner product on Hmw' in the usual way: for any two forms
Hnz' to H i cs aninner productI nZa, 3E H=m ' 'X'
As with H m , any subspace {w E Hm,' : supp(w) C [0, K] x &M} for any K E (0, 1)
will become a Hilbert space when equipped with this inner product. We finally define
Hm,~'• k (U) to be the space of elements of Hm,w' of degree k.
Our definition of H m •, was motivated by the fact that the entries in the matrix
(3.3) of the operator D on boundary non-harmonic forms contain D' and Xa-b+1 -.
The entries in the matrix (3.1) of D on boundary harmonic forms only contain x a
and so our definition of the corresponding space Hzm,w will be that much simpler. As
before, let m > 0 be an integer.
We will say that an element w E (2(U) belongs to Hm if three conditions hold.
The first is that 7rw = w, i.e. w has a zero BNH part. (This automatically implies
that w is smooth in the tangential variables.) The second is that supp(w) C Uc for
some c E (0, 1), in other words, w is compactly supported inside [0, 1) x WM. The
third condition is that for any I < m,
x-x w) E L2(2(U)
In effect, this says that w lies in L 2 and remains there if it is differentiated up to m
times with respect to x .
By the Hodge theorem for compact manifolds, Qh(8M) must be finite-dimensional.
So forms on U that have no BNH part can be thought of as functions from (0, 1) to
a finite-dimensional vector space Qh(OM) ( Qh(aM). This direct sum of two copies
of Sh(&M) arises because forms on U have a tangential and a conormal part. So Hm
can be thought of as the Sobolev space of functions from (0, 1) to a finite-dimensional
vector space which are supported away from 1, which are square integrable with
respect to the measure dx n and which stay L 2 with respect to that measure if
they are differentiated with x9 up to m times.
The definition of H m is similar to that of H-,m : we say that a form w on U with
distributional coefficients lies in H-m if w can be written as a finite sum
j=0
where each wj belongs to Ho. As with H-,m, this immediately implies that the support
of w is compact inside [0, 1) x OM.
As with H m, the definition of Hm can be made to coincide with that of an ordinary
Sobolev space by an appropriate change of coordinates. Define I : (-oo, 0) x 9M --
(0, 1) x WM by the formula TI(t,p) = (et,p). Then 9 clearly is a diffeomorphism
whose inverse 9 - 1 maps (0, 1) x OM to (-oo, 0) x WM by T-l(x, p) = (ln(x),p). A
trivial calculation shows that T. (o) = x . It is also clear that
* dx ) = e(-a-b(n-1))tdt
Za+1+b(n-1) )
Therefore, a form w that has no BNH part and is supported away from 1 will lie in Hm
if and only if T*w belongs to H m ((-oo, 0) x OM, e(-a-b(n-1))tdt), the Sobolev space
with respect to e(-a-b(n-1))tdt of forms on the negative real line. The exponential in
the measure can be absorbed into the weight of the space, by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2 For any a E R and any finite-dimensional normed space U,
H m ((-oo, 0), V, e2atdt) = e-"tHm((-oo, 0), V, dt)
where the index c means that both Sobolev spaces contain only functions which are
supported away from zero.
This lemma can again be proved by iterated use of the product rule. (We will give
the proof of a more general result for Sobolev spaces on the entire line, with different
exponential weights at +oo and -oo, in Lemma 4.13.) It follows that 9* maps Hm to
the exponentially weighted Sobolev space e2(a+b(n-1))tHm((-oo, 0), Qh(OM)2 ). The
latter space has a natural inner product, which induces a Hilbert space structure on
each subspace
{w e (a+b(n-1))tHcml((_-oo, 0), Qh(8M)2) : supp(w) C (-oo, -K]}
where K is any positive real number. Hence I* enables us to define an inner product
on H, via (a, 3) = (I*a, J*0), where the inner product in the right-hand side
is taken in the sense of the space e2(a+b(n-1))tH((_oo, 0), Qh(OM)2). Since T maps
(-oo, -K] x M diffeomorphically onto (0, e-K] x M for all K > 0, this inner product
on H m induces a Hilbert space structure on the subspace {w E Hm : supp(w) C
(0, K] x &M} for any K E (0, 1).
Our next step is to describe H m ,' = x'H m . By definition, w E Q(U) belongs to
Hm,' if x-"w E Hm. This, of course, means w is supported away from {1} x OM.
The isomorphism w -+ x-'w between Hm,W and H, induces an inner product on
Hzm,w by
(a, /)Hm,w = (xwa, /WHm
Since multiplication by a power of x preserves support, any subspace of Hm,w of the
type {w E H 'm,w : supp(w) C (0, K] x OM} will be a Hilbert space under this inner
product (for any K E (0, 1)). Finally, Hm,wk (U) will denote the space of elements
of H,"w of form degree k.
Having defined Hz,w and H, 'w' , we are now in a position to define the doubly
weighted spaces Hm w,w' . Let e E (0, 1). Let p E CO(M) be a smooth function with
the properties that
p(p) E [0, 1] Vp E M; ply, - 1; PIM-u,2e 0
That is, p is a smooth cutoff function near &M.
Definition 3.3 Let m E Z and w, w' E R. By definition, the doubly weighted
Sobolev space H m ,w,w' contains all forms w E Q2(M) such that r(pw) E Hm,w, (1 -
ir)(pw) E H•,•"', and (1 - p)w E Hgm(Int(M)). Here Hm(M), is the usual Sobolev
space of compactly supported forms on (M, g).
The first fact we need to check is that the above definition of H ', ',"' is indepen-
dent of the choice of E and p.
Lemma 3.4 Let e, e' E (0, 1). Assume p, p' E C"(M) satisfy plu, - 1, p M-U 2,e 0, O
p(M) C [0, 1], and likewise P'u, , =, PIM-U2 , = 0, and p'(M) C [0, 1]. Let w E
Q(M), m E Z, w, w' E R. If r(pw) C Hm,w, (1 - 7)(pw) C Hm•w', and (1 - p)w E
Hem(M), then ir(p'w) E Hzm,', (1 - -F)(p'w) E Hm,w', and (1 - p')w E Hm(M).
Proof. This can be deduced from the product rule and the fact that the vector
fields used in the definitions of Hm,~ and Hm,~ ' are bounded away from zero on sets
of the form M - U,. O
We are next going to list the properties of doubly weighted Sobolev spaces. All
of them follow from the definition of H m ' ,w"' and from the corresponding properties
of ordinary Sobolev spaces, as described in [1]. We first observe that each H m w,"' is
a Hilbert space.
Lemma 3.5 The projections w -- 7r(pw), w --> (1 - 7)(pw), and w -- (1 - p)w of
Hmww' induce an inner product on Hm,w,w' by pulling back the inner products on
those standard Sobolev spaces.
Proof The norm IIWIIHm,w,w' = 1r(pw)IHnz m ,w + I(1 - 7)pWIIH_,WI + I1(1 - p)WIIHgm
is clearly linear and positive-definite, and it satisfies the triangle inequality. The fact
that H m ,w,~ ' is complete under this norm follows from the fact that Hm,", Hmn, ' , and
Hm are all complete with respect to theirs. EL
We note two trivial properties of Hmn',w':
Lemma 3.6 If m < m22 , 1 <W2, and w' < W, then Hm2,w"2, C Hml,w',"i. Also,
D is a continuous map from H m W,"' to Hm-1,w+a,w'+b for all m, w, and w'.
Proof. The first fact follows directly from the definition of Hmw,w'; the second,
from the restrictions (3.1) and (3.3) of D to boundary harmonic and boundary non-
harmonic forms, respectively. El
We will also need the fact that smooth, compactly supported forms on M are
dense in each Hm,w,W' , and that any form that belongs to every H m ,w ,~ ' must be
smooth and rapidly decaying near c9M.
Lemma 3.7 For each m, w, and w', COQ(M) is a dense subset of H m w,"'. Also,
Hm"'"ww' - C"OQ(M)
Proof. Both facts follow from the corresponding properties of Hm,", Hm,~ ' , and
Hcm (M). 0
We next note that the dual of Hm,w,w' under the L2 pairing is the doubly weighted
space H - m ,- w,- w'
Lemma 3.8 The standard L 2 pairing on CGQ(M) extends by continuity to a non-
degenerate sesquilinear pairing between Hm,w,w' and H - m,-w,w'.
Proof. This again follows from the same property of Hm(M) and the standard
weighted Sobolev spaces on R x OM. LO
Corollary 3.9 The adjoint of the operator D : H m ' ,w,' -+ Hm-l ,w+a,w'+b under the
L2 pairing is D : H-m+l1-w - a,-w'-b > H - m> -", -
Proof. This follows at once from the fact that D is self-adjoint on smooth forms
that are compactly supported inside M, that the space of those forms is dense in any
doubly weighted Sobolev space, and from the previous lemma. O
The last property of doubly weighted Sobolev spaces that we will need is this:
Lemma 3.10 If If m1 < M 2, w1 < w 2, and w1 <2, then the inclusion of Hm2,W2,W2
into H ml ' ,"' 1 is a compact map.
Proof. Like most other properties of doubly weighted Sobolev spaces, this one
follows from the same properties of H m, ' , Hm•"' , and Hm(M), as well as the definition
of the norm on H m ,' ,w ' . E]
Chapter 4
Fredholm properties of D.
The motivation for our definition of doubly weighted Sobolev spaces is that the op-
erator D is Fredholm as a map from H m' , •," to Hm-l,w+a,w' +b , unless w belongs to a
finite set of exceptional weights. In this section we describe the Fredholm properties
of D. Our key result will be this:
Lemma 4.1 Let m E Z, and w, w' E R. Assume that w B { (-a - b(2k - n + 1))"
k E Z, 0 < k < n - 1}. Then D: H m ,w,~ ' -- Hm- l ,w+a,w'+ b is a Fredholm operator.
Plugging in w = -a in the above formula, we immediately deduce the conditions
on a and b for when D: H1,- a ,-b --+ H,,'0 = L2 is Fredholm.
Corollary 4.2 . As long as n- 1+a/b {0,1,...,n-1}, D : H1,-a,-b L2 is a
Fredholm operator.
Proof. Plugging w = -a into the statement of Lemma 4.1 yields the condition
k n-1+/b for all k E Z between 0 and n - 1. o
In this section we will also give a description of harmonic forms in Hm,W,l '. As in
the case of a compact manifold, harmonic forms will have far more smoothness (and
decay) than the definition of H m' ,,"' requires.
Lemma 4.3 Assume w E H m w,"' satisfies Dw = 0. Then w E H • ' I'". In particu-
lar, w is smooth and its boundary non-harmonic part in U belongs to H"; ' , i.e. is
rapidly decaying near dM. The boundary harmonic part of w in U is equal to
E=0 (n-k-1)b k
where a k, 3 k p k(c M) are x-independent harmonic forms on OM for each k.
Recall that there are three equivalent definitions of a Fredholm operator. (We
refer the reader to [4] for a detailed description of Fredholm operators and their
properties.) An operator P : V11 - V2, where V1 and V2 are Hilbert spaces, is said
to be Fredholm if dim(Ker(D)) < 00, dim(Im(D)') < oc, and the image of D is a
closed subspace of V2. Equivalently, P : VI -- V2 is a Fredholm operator if there exist
finite-dimensional subspaces U1 C V1, U2 C V2 such that P induces an isomorphism
from V1/U1 to V2/U 2. If 17 is compactly embedded into a Banach space, V3, and
the dual V2* of V2 is compactly embbedded into V4, then there is another equivalent
definition of P being Fredholm. It is this:
Definition 4.4 If P : V1 --+ V2 is a continuous operator and i : V - V3, j : V2* -+ V4
are two compact embeddings (where V1, V2, V3, and V4 are Hilbert spaces, and V2 is
the dual of V2), P is called a Fredholm operator if there exists a constant C C R such
that for any v E V1,
vIIllv < C (lPvllv2 + Il|v|V 3) (4.1)
and for any w E V2*,
Iwllv- < C (IIP*WIIV| + I|wllv4)
In Section 4.1 we will prove inequality (4.1) for D : H~ ", -- H m - l7,+a, with
H m -l 'w- 1 playing the role of V3. This will only be possible as long as w V {1(-a -
b(2k - n + 1)) : k E {0, 1,..., n - 1}. In Section 4.2 we will establish a similar
inequality for D : Hm"w' -- H•-1' w ' +b . This time the space V3 will be Hm -l w'+b- a
Finally, in Section 4.3 we will prove (or, rather, quote) a similar inequality for D on
forms which are compactly supported away from 8oM. We will then use the triangle
inequality to bring the three estimates together and prove (4.1) for D : H m •,,w ' --+
Hm-l,w+a,w' + b , with V3 being H m -l,w-l,w'+b-a, as long as w is not an element of the
finite set of exceptional weights. Because D : H m w w' -+ Hm-1,w+a,w'+b is the adjoint
of D: H1-m,-w-a.-w'-b, and because w will lie in the set { (-a - b(2k - n + 1)) : k e
{0, 1,..., n - 1} if and only if -w - a lies in that set, this inequality will show that
D: HmW• 'u ' -+ Hm- l ,w+a,w'+b is indeed Fredholm as long as w is not an exceptional
weight.
4.1 Fredholm properties of D on H •"w.
Our goal in this section is to prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.5 Letw E R- {(-a-b(2k-n+1)) k e {0,1,...,n-1}}, andm e Z.
Then there exists a constant Ci such that for any w E Hm,
II|WIIHy,w < C, (IIDWIIHrn-1,w+a + IIWIHrm-1,w-1)
Lemma 4.6 If w E Hm,w,w' satisfies Dw = 0, the BH part of w in U must be
n-1 kb k
S(wlu)= 0 E X(n-k-1)b3k)
where a , 3k E 7-Hk(aM) for all k.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. This instantly follows from the fact that D acts on the BH
part of a form in U by (3.1). Assume w is a harmonic form on M, and let the BH
part of w in U be . Assume further that WT = IEk=O W and wC = =O w,
WC
where each wk and wk is an x-dependent form on OM of form degree k. Since D acts
on the BH part of w in U by (3.1) and the BH part of Dw in U is zero, we have
S 0 -x + (n - A - 1)b (-
x - Ab 0 k=W o
n- x --x + (n - ko- 1)bw k
k=0 X - kb
We see that the top entries of any two summands will have different form degrees,
and the same is true of the bottom entries. So this sum can be equal to zero if and
only if each summand is equal to zero. Solving the ordinary differential equation for
each wT and wL, we get wT = xkb k and wL = x(n-k-1)b0k, where the constants of
integration ak and 3k are x-independent harmonic forms on dM. 1O
The proof of Lemma 4.5 is more sophisticated. Since xa is conjugate to o under
the change of variables x = et, we will be able to deduce the Fredholm properties of
D from the Fredholm properties of 2 on exponentially weighted Sobolev spaces on
the real line. Those spaces are defined as follows.
Fix a form degree k. Define the space LE,0 (]R) (also denoted L 00) by
L,o0(R ) = {w E LJoc(R, L2Qk(OM)) I W(t)| 2dt < 00}
Here II - l11 is the norm on L 2 Qk(OM) induced by h. In other words, L2, is the
space of k-th order differential forms on R x &M which do not have dt in them, and
which are L 2 with respect to the metric dt 2 + h and harmonic when restricted to each
cross-section {xo} x Qk (M).
Let a and b be two real numbers. The weight function Wa,b is, by definition,
e-at if t < 0
Wa,b () -bt if t > 0
The space L 2,b(R) (or simply La,b) is defined as
L2,b() = - L22Q(M) : Wa,b(t)W E L2,0}
Intuitively speaking, if H is the Heavyside function (equal to 0 on (-oo, 0) and
1 on [0, oc)), then Lb contains all forms w whose "left half' (1 - H(t))w(t) lies in
eatL',, and whose "right half' H(t)w(t) is in ebtL 2,o. It is a space with different
weights, a and b, at the positive and negative infinity.
We define Ha,b(RT) to be the space
HI,b(R) = {w• La,b : ELa ,b}
Here the derivative is taken in the sense of distributions.
We begin with this key lemma:
Lemma 4.7 The operator a : Hb - L2, is Fredholm with index 0 if a > 0 and
b < 0, or if a < 0 and b > 0. It is Fredholm with index 1 if a > 0 and b > 0, and
Fredholm with index -1 if a < 0 and b < 0.
Our proof will follow [7], where the same result is proved for functions on a line.
The basic idea of the proof, of course, is that differentiation is the inverse of integra-
tion: to solve -= a, you have to integrate a. The only question is whether or not
the result will lie in the same space L ,b that a was in. The answer is given by the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.8 Let a L2,b satisfy a(t) = 0 for each t < 0. If b > 0, then fo a(s)ds e
L2a,b. If b < , then H(t) 2f a(s)ds E La,b where H is the Heavyside function.
Proof. Since a(t) = 0 whenever t < 0, we have
-
00 0I IWa,b(t)a(t)lI2dt = IIWa,b(t)a(t)12dt = I e-bta(t)I 1
2dt
and the condition that a E L ,b means that the above quantity is finite. So e-bta is
an element of L2,. In other words, a(t) = ebty(t) for some L 2 form y.
Assume first that b > 0. Let w(t) = ft a(s)ds. Obviously, w is zero for t < 0,
because a(s) = 0 for each s < 0. So the condition w Lb, which we have to prove,
also translates to
i e-btw(t) 112dt < 00
Observe that
Io Ie-bt (t)2 dt
In the last transition, we
eb(s-t)eb(y-t) II-Y(s) I I Y(Y)
foo 0t 
2
= 
e-
2bt f a(s)ds dt
< e- 2bt 0 (s) ( s) ds t
= e- 2bt  ebs 7 ds eb -(y) Idydt
0 0 ft
< ( eb(s - t) eb(y-t) I  ) 1dydsdt
\Jt=0 s=0 Jy=o
( 0 10 eb(s-t)eb(y-t) IK(Y) 2dyds
=0 =0 y=0
use
I as
ydsdt
1
•X
Iti
the H6older inequality for L 2, rewriting the integrand
(Veb(s-t)eb(y-t)(S)) - (V/eb(s-t)eb(y-t) I(y))
To prove that the product of the square roots of these two integrals is finite, it
suffices to prove that they themselves are finite. But the two integrals are identical:
if we rename s to y and y to s in one of them, we get the other. Hence all we need
to prove is that the first integral is finite. First notice that
tl10 0 t eb(s-t)eb(y-t) I () 
2dydsdt=
1 eb(s-t) I (S) 112  eb(y-t)dydsdt
t=0 s=0 y=0
as only one term in the product depends on y. The inner integral evaluates to
y=0 b y=o bl(1-_e-bt)
Plugging this in the original integral, we get
j t e b(s- t) 7  (S  - ebt) dsdt
= j (eb(s-t) -eb(s-2t)) kx(s)H2dtds
b s=o t=s
Sj Y(s) 2  eb(st) -_ b(s- 2t)dtds
b f= 0 1= s
Once again, the inner integral is easy to evaluate:
Seb(s-t) b(s-2t) dtb(st) b(s-2t) -bs
-t= s + b2b ) t=s b 2b
because the crucial fact that b is positive implies
lim eb(s- t) - lim eb(s- 2t) = 0
t-c00 t-* c
for any fixed s. Plugging this in the original integral, we obtain
1 j _ ( e- bs ) _ e-bs
b2 1 - - y(s)2 Ids < 1 - -- LO(R+) (S) Ll(R+)0 2 - b2 2
again by Holder's inequality. This last quantity is clearly finite, because b > 0 implies
0 < e- bs < 1 for all positive s, and the fact that y is L 2 means that I|I(s)112 has a
bounded L' norm. This finally proves that w(t) = fo a(t)dt lies in La,b, as long as
b > 0.
Next, assume that b < 0. We now set w(t) = H(t) ft a(s)ds. Note first that the
integral converges, because
a(s)ds < J eb1 (s) 8  ds <( eds) (J (S) 12 ds) 
and both quantities on the right are finite, because b is negative and -y is L 2. Since
w(t) = 0 for any negative t, we only have to prove that fo' Ile-btw(t)1 2ds is finite.
The argument is very similar to the case b < 0, because for any positive t the
Heavyside function in the definition of w(t) disappears (it is 1). Just as above, we
rewrite the integral in terms of y. Since the inner integral is squared, we can write
it as an integral from t to oc instead of oc to t. We then replace the square of the
inner integral with the product of two integrals in two different variables. The only
difference is that the inner integrals now go from t to oc, instead of zero to t. H6older's
inequality again allows us to estimate that expression by the product of square roots
of two identical integrals. So now we have to prove the finiteness of
j0 jt j r eb(s-t)eb(y-t) ( dydsdt =
= eb(s-t) f(s) 2 eb(y t)dydsdt
f=0 s-t y=t
Since b is now negative, the inner integral evaluates to - .The rest of the expression
then becomes
- j eb(s-t) lS) 2dsdi = ~ eb(s-t) ((s) 2dtdsb t=o s=t b s=o
=- ll(s) 2  eb(s-t)dtdsb s=o t=o
Computing the inner integral, we get -1 (1 - ebs). So the outer integral equals
b2 (1 - eb 7(s) 2ds II1 -e bL(R+) I(s) L1(R)+
and the first norm is bounded because b is negative (hence 0 < 1 - ebs < 1 for all
positive s), and the second one, because y is an element of L 2. This shows that w lies
in L ,b, and concludes the proof of Lemma 4.8. O
Corollary 4.9 Suppose that a t L ,b satisfies a(t) = 0 for all t > 0. If a < 0, then
fo a(s)ds E L ,b. If a > 0, then H(-t) foo a(s)ds E L ,b.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.8 by a symmetry argument.
Namely, for any form E L a,b, define FPf by •-7(t) = f(-t) for each t. It is clear
that E L ,b if and only if F3 E L-b,-a, because
I= IIWb (t)(t) a,b(-)3(t) 2dt = II'-b,-a(t)F(t)2dt
-oo -OO OO
In our case, since a E L,b satisfies a(t) = 0 for each t > 0, Fa lies in L2 b,'a
and satisfies Fa(t) = 0 for any t < 0. By Lemma 4.8, if -a > 0, then fo Fa(y)dy E
L2 b,a. If -a < 0, then H(t) fc Fa(y)dy L2 b,-a. So if a < 0, then
t a(s)ds = = F ( t a(-y)d(-Y)) = -F (Ft a(y)dy)
which lies in La,b, because fo Fa(y)dy is in L 2 b,-a-
The following conditions are clearly equivalent:
j ca(s)ds = 0
0 oo
f a(-s)d(-s) = 0
oo
So if a > 0 and fo a(s)ds = 0, then Lemma 4.8 implies that
H(-t) j a(s)ds = F (H(t)
-oo
= F (H(t) 0I t
S-t
-oo
a(-y)d(-y))
a(s)ds)
=-F (H(t) J0 Fa(y)dy)
because H(t) ft Fa(y)dy is in L2  O
Now that we know how to invert o on the left and right half-lines, we can spell
out the rules for inverting it on the entire line.
Lemma 4.10 Let a E L ,b(]R).
1. Ifa < 0, b > 0, set w(t) = fo a(s)ds
2. If a < O0, b < 0, set w(t) = f a(s)ds
3. If a > 0, b > 0, set w(t) = f to a(s)ds
4. If a > 0, b < 0, and f_ a(s)ds = 0, set w(t) =
Then, in each of these cases, w(t) is a well-defined element of Hl,b which satisfies
ow(t) = a(t).EF =a
f-1 a(s)ds.
(ft0a(s)ds)
S0
°
4 f .a(s)ds = 00
Proof. First let us explain why w is well defined in each case. Since a E L,
any finite integral fab a(s)ds makes sense, and we only need to show that the infinite
integrals in cases 2, 3, and 4 converge for each t. In cases 3 and 4 it is equivalent
to saying that fo a(s)ds converges, because it differs from any w(t) by the finite
quantity ft, a(s)ds. We estimate fo a(s)ds as
1 1J a(s)e-ae"ds < (j a(s)e-as2 ds) (j e2asds)
1 1 '1S  IWa,b(S)ae(S)s 2 ds <  a (S)1 2 ds
-/2a - J -O
and the last expression is finite, because Wa,ba is an element of L2 . We're using
the condition a > 0 to conclude that f e2asds = 12. In case 2 the fact that w is
-to 2a
well-defined follows from an identical argument, except that we use b instead of a and
+oo instead of -oo.
We next notice that, by the definition of w, it must be continuous and hence
necessarily Lo c. The fundamental theorem of calculus implies that ow(t) = a(t)
(almost everywhere, but that's what equality means for our forms). So now we only
need to prove that w lies in Lb.
Let H be the Heavyside function: H(t) = 1 if t > 0, and H(t) = 0 otherwise. To
prove that a given form w lies in La,b, it suffices to prove that its right half H(t)w(t)
and its left half (1- H(t))w(t) both lie in L,2b (as L ,b is closed under addition). When
a < 0 and b > 0, it is clear that
H(t)w(t) = H(s)a(s)ds and (1 - H(t))w(t) = (I - H(s))a(s)ds
by the definitions of H and w. (In other words, to get the right half of w, we integrate
the right half of a from zero, and the same is true for the left half.) Since H(s)a(s)
and (1 - H(s))a(s) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.9, the left
and right halves of w are both in La,b.
Cases 2 and 3 are almost identical: conjugation by F turns one into the other, so
we will write the proof only for case 2. The basic idea is that the right half of w is the
same as it was in Lemma 4.8, so of course, it will be in L ,b. And the left half differs
from the one in Corollary 4.9 only by the constant fo a(s)ds, but any function that's
constant on R_ and zero on R+ is also element of L ,b for any negative a.
More formally, we can easily see that
H(t)w(t) = H(t) a(s)ds = H(t) J H(s)a(s)ds
because all these are zero when t is negative, and when t is non-negative all the H-s
disappear. So H(t)w(t) E L ,b , because H(s)a(s) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
4.8 and hence H(t) f~, H(s)a(s)ds lies in L ,b.
On the other hand,
(1 - H(t))w(t) = (1 - H(t)) t  (s)ds + a(s)ds
= (1 - H(s))a(s)ds + (1 - H(t)) a(s)ds
because the first summand is zero when t is positive and fo a(s)ds when t is negative.
Since a < 0 and (1 - H(s))a(s) is zero on the positive half-line, Corollary 4.9 tells us
that the first summand is in L ,b. And the second summand is a constant multiple
of 1 - H(t), so to prove that it lies in Lb, it suffices to show that Wa,b(t)(1 - H(t))
lies in L 2 for a < 0. This follows directly from the definition of Wa,b:
(Wa,b(t)(1 - H(t)))2 dt = Wb(t)dt = e-2tdt
00 -ooo 0 2a
because a is negative.
Finally, in case 4 it is clear that
(1 - H(t))w(t) = (1 - H(t)) (1 - H(s))a(s)ds - L ,b
because (1 - H(s))a(s) satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 4.9, and therefore
H(-t) f•to(1 - H(s))a(s)ds lies in L",b . Since the right-hand side differs from an
element of L6,b only at a single point (zero), it must itself lie in L ,b. As for the right
half of w, it equals
H(t)w(t) = H(t) j a(s)ds = H(t) J a(s)ds = H(t) J H(s)a(s)ds
because f_ a(s)ds = 0 implies that fYt a(s)ds = fj a(s)ds for any t. Since
H(s)a(s) vanishes on R_ and b < 0, H(t) ft H(s)a(s)ds must lie in L ,b by Lemma
4.8. Since the left and right halves of w lie in Lb, so does w itself. Ol
Corollary 4.11 The operator : Hb L2,b is Fredholm as long as a 5 0 and
b 0.
Proof. By definition, o will be Fredholm if its kernel is finite-dimensional, its range is
closed, and the complement of its range is finite-dimensional. The kernel of o clearly
consists of only the constant maps from R to L2 Qk (9M) when a < 0 < b, because then
these constant maps lie in La,b. If a > 0 or b < 0, then the kernel contains only zero,
because the constants do not lie in L ,b. Either way, the kernel is finite-dimensional,
because dim ( (19M)) < 00 (By the ordinary Hodge theorem, the space of harmonic
forms on the compact Riemannian manifold oM must be finite-dimensional.)
By Lemma 4.10, if a < 0 or b > 0, then the range of o : H -,b L 2,b is all
of La,b, so, of course, the range is closed and has a finite-dimensional (even zero-
dimensional) complement. In the remaining case b < 0 < a, let w be any element of
L ,b. By definition, this means w(t) = W-a,-b(t)q(t), where qr E L 2,0. This implies
that f_ w(t)dt converges, because
0 00
j eatl|7(t) |dt (j e2atdtj 2j7 dt (4.3)
by the Holder inequality. The last quantity is finite, because a > 0 and 'q e L"o. An
identical argument
0l w(t)dt = -M W_-a,-b(t)i7(t)dt (4.4)0o 00 00 2
< JOebtj r](t)Idt < ( e2btdt (t)l 2dt < C (4.5)
shows that Jo w(t)dt is also finite, because b < 0 and qr E L 2,
Let f- w(t)dt = /. We see that 3 is a well-defined element of Qt(dM). By
the Hodge theorem for OM, Qz(OM) is finite-dimensional. Let el,... ,eN be an
orthonormal basis for •' (OM). Let f be an infinitely smooth, compactly supported
function from IR to IR satisfying f00 f (t)dt = 1. Then it is clear that for each i < N,
f(t)ej is an infinitely smooth, compactly supported map from R to Q'(&M) which
satisfies j f (t)eidt = ei f (t)dt = ei
and because f(t)ej is compactly supported, it lies in L ,b for any a and b.
Finally, let = Ei cie. Then clearly w(t) - N cif(t)ei is an element of L ,b
which satisfies
w(t) - cf (t)eidt = w(t)dt - c f (t)eidt = - ce = 0
-o i=1 i=1 o i=1
and hence, by Lemma 4.10, w - E ,= cif(t)ei lies in the image of Hb -* Lab. So
any form w E L ,b can be written as a sum of an element of Im(°) and an element
of the finite-dimensional subspace spanned by {f(t)ej . Therefore, the orthonormal
complement of Im( ) is finite-dimensional; its dimension cannot be greater than N.
(It is possible to see that it is actually equal to N, because f(t)ei does not integrate to
zero over R and hence cannot lie in the image of o, by the converse to Lemma 4.10.)
Also, because L',b can be written as a direct sum of Im(i) with a finite-dimensional
subspace, Im(°) must be closed. So, by definition, HI,b --* L 2,b is Fredholm when
b<0<a. El
Our next step is to extend this result to maps from Hm to Hmb-1 for any integer
m. Let us first define these spaces. Let m E Z+. Then, by definition,
Hab() = w La,b(R){: E La b() Vi m
If m is a negative integer, define Ha7b(R) to be the space of all formal sums
H',b(R) = ti : wi E L~a,b(R) Vi < m
i=0 
m
When m is negative, some elements of H"b are distributions with values in Qk (1M),
but when m is non-negative, they are all functions from R to Qk (&M). It is clear
from this definition that H C H7 for any m > m', and that .: Hab --+ Ha, 1 is a
well-defined map.
Lemma 4.12 The operator H mb -- H"m-l is Fredholm for any m and any a 5 0
and b O.
Proof. For m = 1 this is the statement of Lemma 4.11. Assume that m > 1. Let
w be any element of H -1. If a < 0 or b > 0, then Lemma 4.10 shows that there
is a form a C La,b satisfying 2 = w. If a > 0 and b < 0, one can quickly see that
f_00 w(t)dt converges. (We proved this for any element of L2,b in the case b < 0 < a
during the proof of Lemma 4.11.) Lemma 4.10 then states that there is an element
a L,b satisfying = w if f~ w(t)dt = 0.
Regardless of the sign of a and b, w will definitely be an element of the image of
- : H mb - H"m- if w = for some a L2b, becauseat a,b a,b at a,b,
&za Oi-lw
Vi E {1,2,...,m} = E Lb
so a E Hm  because w E Hr 
-1
a,b ab
We now use the same argument as we did for m = 1. The kernel of o on H
is a subset of the kernel of o on HI,b, and the former must be finite-dimensional,
because the latter is. (It is also easy to see that the kernel contains only constants
when a < 0 < b, and only zero otherwise.) If b > 0 or a < 0, then the above reasoning
shows that H 7  -m H " - 1 is surjective, because for any form w E H" there is ana ,b ---- a,b
a E H satisfying = w. Hence the range of o is closed and has a zero-dimensional
complement (it is all of H m -l~), so is Fredholm.
If b < 0 < a, then, as we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.11, there exist N infinitely
smooth and compactly supported maps f(t)ej from R to Qz(aM) such that any
w , Lab can be written as w(t) = 'y(t)+EZý1 cif(t)ei, where y satisfies fc y(t)dt = 0.
Because the f(t)ei-s are C' with compact support, they lie in Ha7b for any m, a, and
b. So if w(t) is an element of Hb -1, then y(t) also lies in the same space. We know
that f•• (t)dt = 0 implies that y(t) = for some a C H m7. Thus 7 lies in the
image of Hab -+ Hm-,1 . We again see that any element w of H"
-
1 can be written
as a sum of a form y in the image of - and an element of the finite-dimensional
subspace spanned by {f(t)ei}. Hence the image of : H m --+ Hm-1 must be closed,
and its orthogonal complement finite-dimensional, so the operator is Fredholm.
Now assume that m < 1. Because Q2(OM) is finite-dimensional, a choice of
orthonormal basis in Qz(&M) enables us to identify maps from R to QZ(&M) with
maps from R to RN for some integer N. It is now easy to see that any formal sum
-md i
w = ti  where wi E L ,b
i=0
that satisfies !L- = 0 must be equal to a constant. This is true because each of the
coordinates of w will be a constant, by the same result for distributions on R (a
distribution whose derivative is zero is a constant). Hence the kernel of I on Ha' isat a,b
a subspace of the finite-dimensional space of constant maps from R to Q'(OM), so it
is finite-dimensional itself.
M-m+1 a r2a 1 ' T1Let now w = _= (here ti a L,b) be any element of H la,b  If a < 0 or
b > 0, then Lemma 4.10 shows that wo = for some a E L ,b. In this case
w a•a + wi + ti c Im : H, Hb)
i=1t ab a
because each wi and a lies in L 2,b. So the image of H : m+l Hm in this case isab a,b a,b
all of H1b (w was arbitraty), and hence the operator is Fredholm.
As before, the case b < 0 < a is slightly different. We saw during the proof
of Lemma 4.11 that in this case any element wo E L2,b can be written as w(t) =
y(t) + $N_1= cif(t)ei, where the ei-s are certain fixed elements of Qk(aM), f is smooth
and compactly supported, and y(t) = 22 for some a E Hb. Therefore, we can write
w as N -m
S= cfi fe + a+ w + i
i=1 i=1
so any w E H' - 1 can be written as a sum of an element in the image of H: m 4
H"- 1 and an element of the finite-dimensional subspace of H"' 1 spanned by the
f(t)e-s. Hence the image of : Hab --+ Ham  must be closed and have a finite-
dimensional complement. So in the case b < 0 < a the operator o: Hb -+ Hm• is
also Fredholm. O
It is now easy to describe the Fredholm properties of the operator + c : Hbm
Ha- 1 . They will follow immediately once we realize that + c on Ha b is conjugate
to on Hm+c,b+c. For any c E R and w E Ha b, let qc(w) = ectw.
Lemma 4.13 For any a, b, c E R and m E Z, 0c is a linear isomorphism from Ha7b
to Ha,b+. It also satisfies -L o O ( o + c).
Proof. The definition of oc makes it clear that it it linear, and (4~)-1 = 0_,. So
once we show that /c maps H7b to H"+c,b+c, it will also imply that its inverse 0_,
maps H ,b+ to H and hence that oc is a linear isomorphism.
When m = 0, we need to show that Ic maps L2,b to L2+c,b+c. Obviously
Whe m = 0--a b a+c,b+cObvu
c (La,b) = ectW a,-b(t)Lo = -c,-b-c = +c,+
as ectWa,b(t) = Wa-c,b-c(t) by the definition of Wa,b-
Assume that m > 0 and w E Hmb. Then cw E La+c,b+c, and for any i E
{1, 2,..., m} we have
8&Ocw(t) ='ectw(t) - et aiw(t)
ti at)i j!(i - j)! atjj=o
which lies in L +c,b+c, because each term in the above sum is a constant times ~ j,
and it lies in L2,b+ because O lies in Lb (aS j m and w E Hb). Since
a+c,b+c at abH7b).
any derivative of Ocw(t) of order up to m lies in L2+c,b+c, ¢$w(t) lies in Ham+,b+ c by
definition.
To prove the statement for m < 0 we use induction on -m. We have already
established the fact for -m = 0. Assume that c" : Hb+1 -- + Hm+b is an isomor-
phism. Let w be any element of Hb. By definition, this means w = •-• -o i where
each wi lies in L ,b. The inductive assumption tells us that c (Ez m-1-) lies in
Hm+l+c and hence in Ham+c,b+c. All we need to check is that qc a -(Wm e H m cb+
a+c,b+c at-m a+c,b+c,
But that is also clear, because
( a-m -m(t) ect - m w-m(t) (4.6)8t-m at-m
S (ect -m-1W-m(t) - ced -m-lw-m(t) (47)
= - - ce (4.7)
at e t-m-1 at-m-1
and since ea-mlw (t) lies in H-m+lc by the inductive assumption, its t-derivative
at-_-1 a~c,b±
and its constant multiple must both be in H[-m,b+c. By mathematical induction, this
means €c maps Hb-m into H-mb+m for any m E Z+.
The formula ao O = c o (a + c) is just a restatement of the product rule:
8 a da (t) ((Ocw(t)) = (edw(t)) = ce"w(t) + ec + ) w(t)
for any w C Hamb. O
Corollary 4.14 The operator A + c: Hamb - Hm-1 is Fredholm for any m, a and b
and any c satisfying c = -a, c $ -b.
Proof. We have just seen that the operator + c: Hmb --+ Hm-, is conjugate to
at Ha+c,b+c Ha+c,b+c via the conjugacy map c. Consequently, the first operator
is Fredholm if and only if the second one is. By Lemma 4.12, a : H M  Hm-1
at a+c,b+c afc,b+c
is Fredholm when a + c 0 and b + c 0. Hence + c : Hmb Hm-1 is Fredholm
when c 7 -a and c Z -b. D
We now want to extend these results to spaces of functions from R to •' (OM)
which are L 2 with respect to an exponential measure. Thankfully, these spaces will be
exactly the same as the ones we have been working with, except that the exponential
measure will cause a shift in a and b.
Let v E R be a constant. By definition,
L ,o(evdt) = wE L'oc(IR, z(OM)) : w(t) 2evtdt < oo
L•a,b (Vtdt) = {E Loc'(R, Qk(OM)) : Wa,b(t)OW(t) E L 2, (e'dt)}
Ha, b(evdt) w L2b(evtdt) : L ,b(evtdt) Vi m if m
H" (eVtdt) =EL 2,b vtdt Vi • -m if m < 0abti Lb(e dt) -
i=0
These are exactly the same as the definitions of the usual L 2,b and H mb, the only
difference is that the measure on the real line is now eVtdt instead of dt.
Lemma 4.15 For any a, b, m, and v,
L ,b(etdt) = L b- and Hb (evtdt) = HaL ,b-_2 '( = b- 2 a2b (
Proof. The definition of Wa,b implies that W(a, b)(t)eW = Wa-R,b-(t). So
loo 
oo
[0 
bIW)(t)w(t)edt 
= 
dt)P(e2
SMJ Wa,b(t)e2W(t)11)| 2
= IlWa-_,bE(t)W(t) 112 dt
so the first integral converges if and only if the third one converges. Consequently,
w L,b(e"dt) if and only if w E L 2  ,b. This also implies that w E H b(evtdt) ifLL - a49
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and only if w E Hm ,b_ ~. For if m > 0, then all derivatives of w of order up to m lie
in L2,b (etdt) if and only if all of those derivatives lie in L2  And if m < 0i , a-.b-. Andifm<O then
w is a sum of derivatives of elements of L ,b(evtdt) of order up to -m if and only if it
is a sum of derivatives of elements of L 2 "_ Of order up to -m. O
Lemma 4.15 immediately lets us derive the Fredholm properties of o + c on
Hab(evtdt) from Lemma 4.14.
Lemma 4.16 The operator +c Hm b d) Hdt) is Fredhom ifc
at a~b e ( vdt) Haisif
and c - b.
Proof. According to lemma 4.15, Ha b(evtdt) = Hm,b_
-  
and Ham(-1(e"dt)
HAm-bv • . By lemma 4.12, a + c: H _,b- H-b- will be Fredholm if ca-jb-v 2 -a- ,bv
-(a - ) and c# - (b - ). O
Of course, the reason we started to describe these spaces in the first place is that
they are isomorphic to the weighted L2 spaces of functions from R+ to Q (OM) via
a logarithmic transformation. Let x = et. For any w E Hamb, let a7(x) = w(log(x)) =
w(t). It is then clear that
Ow(t) _r(WX) 
_OY(X) OX t G&EZ(X) J(x)
at at ax at Xz 0x
so the logarithmic transformation conjugates o to x - . It is also clear that
Wa,b(t) e- at if t < 0 
- a if <  1
e- bt if t > 0 X-  ifx> 1
We will define Wa,b(X) to be Wa,b(log(x)). Finally, for any f E L'(]R)
i f(t)evtdt = jf (x)x
where f(x) = f(log x). These three formulas allow us to directly translate our results
from exponentially weighted L2 spaces on the line to polynomially weighted L 2 spaces
on the half-line.
By definition, for any real a, b, v,
x,b v )= {w E Loc(R+, Q2 (M)): Wa,b(X)W(x)I 2 V-ld < 00
and, for m > 0,
Ha7b xz wELdx --•dx 
-dx
g) a,b(X- w ) Vi<m
whereas for m < 0
Si idx L 2 dx7, a,b(XvX) Vi <x _
i=O
We have just seen that the logarithmic transformation t = log x turns x- into a,
x"v dx into evtdt, and Wa,b(X) into Wa,b(t). This proves that H mb corresponds to HabX a,bab
under the logarithmic transformation.
Lemma 4.17 For any m, a, and b, w E Ha•b if and only if a E Ham b
Since +c . H (x - Ha7-1( ) and + c : H(evtdt) H"Hl(evtdt) are
conjugate under the map 0 --* w, the first operator must be Fredholm whenever the
second one is. We restate this fact in another lemma.
Lemma 4.18 The operator x- + c: Hm )(xvd - H"m - 1(xv is Fredholm for anyaX ab (b F or
a, b, v, c and m such that c 2 - a and c 2 - b.
Proof. As already stated, this follows from Lemma 4.16 by conjugation. O
It follows that xz+c Hm,ab(x-ldx) - gH-l(xv- ldx) satisfies an estimate (4.1)
with V3 being the space H m  - 1 (XV-ldx), into which Hbm, is compactly included. But
the operator x-aD on H m7", whose matrix form is (3.1), is a direct sum of 2n copies of
z + c on the subspace of H, q(-a-l-b(n-1)dx) that contains forms supported inside
[0, 1). Here q can be chosen to be any real number. Therefore, D : H~"w -+ Hm-l w+a
will satisfy the inequality
IIUWlIHnw< • IIDWIIHr-1,w+a + IIWIIH,-1,•,-5
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as long as, for each k E {0, 1,..., n - 1}, we have
-a - b(n - 1) 
-a - b(n - 1)bkZ -a-b(n -w and b(n-k-1)= -a b(n-1) w2 2
The first of these conditions turns into the second when replace k with (n - 1) - k,
so they are equivalent to each other. And the second condition translates to w
-a-b(2k-n+1) This finally concludes the proof of Lemma 4.5.2
4.2 Fredholm properties of D on Hmw
The purpose of this section is to establish two more crucial lemmas.
Lemma 4.19 For any m E Z, w' E R there exists a C2 > 0 such that for all
w HM'W
• '
13 m,w < C02 (Dwlm-1,w'+b + IWH-1,w+b-a)
Lemma 4.20 Assume that w E H m w,"' satisfies Dw = 0, and let p E C"(M) be a
cutoff function (i.e. plu, - 1 and PIM-U2, =E 0 for some E E (0, 1), and p(M) C [0, 1]).
Then (1 - ir)(pw) E Hn '0 . In particular, the BNH part of w in U must be rapidly
decaying near WM.
The second lemma follows easily from the first. For if Dw = 0, then D((1-p)(irw))
will be smooth and compactly supported inside U, and therefore lie in H•' • for any m
and w'. Iterated use of Lemma 4.19 now enables us to conclude that if the Hm~,w-norm
of (1 - p)(xrw) is finite, then so is its Hm+1,w'+b-a-norm, and its Hm+2,w'+2b-2a-norm,
ad infinitum. So it must belong to H, ,O,", as claimed.
To prove the Lemma 4.19, we recall that
D = xb ( + (n)b(4.8)
Za-b+l 1 -D' -Abxa 0
and denote the first and second summand by D 1 and D 2, respectively. The proof
hinges on the following result:
Lemma 4.21 For any m, w' there exists a constant C such that for all w E Hm,'"
L)W I ' l <
Lemma 4.19 follows from Lemma 4.21 by the following argument:
IIWIIHmW , < CIID1WIHZm-1,w'+b _ CIDwllH m-1,w'+b + C|ID2 WLHm-1,w'+b
C'((lDwL m-Z1,w'+b + CIWIIHm-lg,w'+b-a)
for another constant C', because D 2 : Hmw'+b-a - Hm,w'+b is bounded from above
by the constant b(n - 1).
Lemma 4.21 will in turn follow from the closed graph theorem once we show that
x-bD 1 is invertible on an appropriate weighted space. For that we change variables
to t -(ab),a-b and then perform a Fourier transform in t. That turns x-bD 1 first
into
at and then into
ato D') it -D'
The latter operator is fully elliptic on a suitably defined space of x-dependent non-
harmonic forms on OM, because its determinant is -(D') 2 - T2 and D' is invertible
on boundary non-harmonic forms (which is why we consider the boundary harmonic
case separately). This enables us to conclude that it is invertible, and so is D 1 on
a certain weighted space containing H m,• ', so D 1 will have to satisfy the required
estimate.
An estimate of the type of (4.1) for D on forms supported inside OM follows from
the fact that D is elliptic inside OM. For example, for forms supported outside U,
for some fixed e we can replace M with a compact manifold by doubling it across
{E} x OM, and then use a similar result for an ellpitic operator on a compact manifold.
Taken together, the three estimates for D on the three components of a differ-
ential form on M combine to give the statement of Lemma 4.1 by a relatively easy
application of the triangle inequality.
Chapter 5
Proof of the Hodge theorem.
The fact that D : H m ,'w •" - Hm-1,w+a,w'+b is Fredholm unless w = R(-a + b(n -
2k - 1)) for some k E {0, 1,..., n - 1} enables us to prove Theorem 1.1. Let us first
deal with the case when -1+a/b 0, 0 1, ... n - 1}. If that is so, D : H1,- a,- b - L 2 is
Fredholm, because for each k E (0, 1,..., n- 1}
n - 1+ a/b 1k n - 1 + a/b -a = b(n - 2k - 1) 4 -a - (-a + b(n - 2k - 1))
2 2
so -a is not one of the exceptional weights. Consequently, any form w E L2 (M) can
be written as w = a + Df, where p E H1, - a,- b and a E Ker(D*). Since the adjoint
D* of D: H1,- a,-b -+ L 2 is D : L2 - H-l,a,b, this means a is harmonic.
Let us first explain where the conditions on k come from. We have seen that
the BNH part of any harmonic form w on U rapidly decays near OM. The principal
question is: does w represent a relative cohomology class? To answer this, we will have
to check whether its tangential part vanishes on OM. Since its BNH part vanishes to
infinite order near OM, the only question is whether the tangential part of the BH
part of w vanishes on OM. But we have seen that the BH part of any harmonic k-form
in U is equal to C 1wl + C 2X(n-2k+l)b-a-ldx A W2, where C1 and C2 are constants, wl
is a harmonic k-form on WM, and w2 is a harmonic k - 1-form on aM. Clearly, the
tangential part of such a form will vanish at 8M if and only if Clwl is zero. The
question then becomes: for which values of k can a smooth form whose tangential
part in U is Clwl = 0 lie in L 2Qk(M)? The answer is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let w E 'k (OM), w2 E 'k-l(WM) be non-zero harmonic forms (they
also define forms on U that are independent of x). Let w E R.
wl E x"L 2Qk(U)
x(n-2k+l)b-a-~dX A w2 E x"L 2Qk(U)
.# w<b (k n -1+ a/b2
: w < b n + - a/b2
d2 h
- k)
Proof. These statements follow from the relation g = 2+ between g and
the metric h on 9M. We immediately see that
IIxW-"W 11ij2 X2kb-2w I 1 2 dvol = I I x2kb-2w 12 1dx0 h Xa+l+b(n-1)
The integral will converge if and only if 2kb - 2w - a - 1 - b(n - 1) > -1, which is
equivalent to w < b (k n- l+a/b
The second statement is likewise easy to prove:
I x-"Z(n- 2k+l)b-a-ldx A w 2 =
-- UX-2w X2((n-2k+l)b-a-l+(k-l)b+a+l) 12 dVOjw2 hdvol,
2b(n-k)-2wj 2 dx
0 i ca+)+b(n-1)
This integral converges if and only if 2b(n - k) - a - 1 - b(n - 1) - 2w > -1, i.e. if
and only if w < b (n+a - k).
Plugging w = 0 in the above statement, we immediately get
Corollary 5.2 Let wl E 7-k(WM) and w2 E 7k-l(8M) be non-zero. Then
n - 1 + a/b
wi E L2:k(U) k > n 2
X(n-2k+l)b-a-ldX A w 2 ••L2 k-1(U)
n + 1 - a/b
2
We have already seen that the BH part in U of any harmonic k-form w on M is
W1 + x(n-2k+l)b-a-ldx A W2, where wl E 7-lk(OM) and w2 E 7k- l(OM). For w to be
in L 2 , its BH part has to be L 2. By the last corollary, for k < n-l+a/ that is only
possible when wl = 0. Likewise, for k > n+l-a/b that can only happen when w2 = 0.
So Corollary 5.2 immediately implies the following
Corollary 5.3 Let w E Qk (M) be an L 2 form whose BH part in U is equal to wl +
X(n-2k+1)b-a-ldx A 2, where wl E 7-k(WM) and 2 E 7k- 1 (&M). (For example, any
w E 7-k(M) satisfies these assumptions.) If k < n-1+a/b then wl is zero, and if if
k > n+l-a/b, then 2 is zero. O
5.1 Justification for integration by parts.
We need a few more technical lemmas before we can proceed to deal with actual ranges
of k. Just as with the Hodge theorem for compact manifolds, we will frequently need
to use integration by parts: that is, the relation (da, /) = (a, 6J3). When a and 3 are
two smooth forms on a compact manifold with no boundary, this follows immediately
from the Stokes' theorem. However, our manifold M does have a boundary. To use
this relation, we must therefore make sure that a and 3 decay near the boundary fast
enough for the boundary term in Stokes' theorem to vanish. Exactly how fast do a
and /3 have to decay? Our next lemma gives one possible answer:
Lemma 5.4 Let a E C"O k-l(Int(M)), and P CE ck(Int(M)). Assume that a E
xPL 2Qk-1(M), and E z xL 2 k(M), where p and q are two real numbers satisfying
p + q > -a. Assume further that da E x-q+EL2 k (M), and 63 e x-P+EL2Qk-1(M),
where E > 0 is a fixed number. Then (da, /) = (a, 6P3).
The statement of the lemma immediately implies that (da, ,) and (a, 6/P) are
well-defined, because da E X-q+'L2 C x-qL 2 and 63 E x-P+'L2 C x-PL2 , and the L2
pairing between xPL 2 and x-PL 2 (or XqL 2 and x-qL2) is well-defined.
Proof. By the definitions of 6 and the scalar product on forms,
<da,,3> - <a, J3>= MdaA *3-aA 6•3= Md(aA *0)
The lemma states that this difference is zero. To prove it, we will partition M into
two pieces. One of them will be a subset of the collar neighborhood U diffeomorphic
to [0, 1) x OM, where 1 is small. The other one will be M - [0, 1) x OM. We will
estimate the integral of d(a A *P) over the first piece directly, and estimate the integral
over the second piece by using the Stokes theorem.
The first calculation is the easier one. We claim that
lim j d A */3 - a A *6 = 0
110 J[0,1)xaM
By assumption, da E x-q+§L2 Qk(M), 3 E xQL 2 k(M), a E xPL 2Qk-1(M), and
633 E x -p +EL2 Qk- 1(M). Because the Hodge star preserves pointwise norm, this means
*p E xqL 2 Qn-k(M) and *60 E x-P+eL2 )n-k+l(M). Consequently,
da A *0 - a A *60 E x~L' Qn(M), i.e. da A *P - a A *S, = x'o where a E Li't"(M)
Since a E L 1Q0(M), it follows that al[0o,0)xaM E L1'Qn([0, 1) x &M). By the H6lder
inequality for L1 and L", we have
I J [0,l) xMM) 
< I IIX'L*([0,1 )xaM)Io JILnn"([0,1) xaM) < 6JLnn(M)
Here IIallLlsfn(M) does not depend on 1, and liml1o 01 = 0, because c is positive. There-
fore,
lim ! da A *3 - a A A*J3 = 0
110 J[0,1)xaM
which is what we had to prove.
The second estimate is somewhat trickier. We need to show that
IJM[O)xOM d(a A *3) = Ixa a A *
becomes arbitrarily small when 1 is small. Let 0 = p + q + a. Since p + q > -a, 
€
is positive. What we will show is that for any 1 > 0, there is an x E (0, 1) for which
I f{x}xaM a A *ý1 < xO. Let us explain how the lemma follows from this fact. The
lemma essentially says that for any c > 0, I < da, 3 > - < a, 63 > < c. Let us fix
some c > 0. We have seen that for any x < 1,
<dao,> - < a,65• >=M da A *~- a A *6/ + a A *
We have just seen that the first summand tends to 0 as x goes to 0 from above. So
there exists an 1 > 0 such that for each x < 1 the integral fJo,x) daA*P/-aA,*6 will be
less than c/2 in absolute value. Choose a positive number 11 < 1 that satisfies 1 < c/2
(always possible since q > 0). Then our estimate on the second summand (which we
will prove in a moment) says there is an x < 11 for which I f{x•xaM a A dP, < xO. But
because x < li, x' < It < c/2. So for that x,
J)da A *p - aA +6 + aAjo p <c/2+c/2=c
(as x < 11 < 1 implies x < 1), and this is the desired inequality.
So all that remains is to prove that for each 1 > 0, there is an x < 1 for which
f{xIxaM a A *, < x4 . Let us take a closer look at the behavior of a and / in the
collar neighborhood U. Since a E xPL 2 ~2k-(U) and P3 E xqL 2 k(U), the restriction
of a to U must have the form
aT dx ac
alu= x(k-71 )b + ý1 A X(k-2)b
where aT E L ((0, 1), L2 k-1A(M, h)) and ac E L ((0, 1), L22k- 2(OM, h)). L2 here
means that the forms are L 2 with respect to the measure , which comes
from the metric g. Similarly, the restriction of P to U equals
q(/T dx •cU = + A x(k-)b
so that OTr E L ((O, 1), L2fk (OM, h)) and Oc e L ((O, 1), L 2 k-I(OM, h)). Moreover,
since a and /3 are infinitely smooth, aT, 3T, ac and 3c must all be smooth functions
from (0, 1) to smooth forms on oM. (The indices T and C stand for "tangential" and
"conormal", of course.)
The condition aT E L' literally means that
2 dx a+1+b(n- 1)|IIaT(X) hXa+l+b(n 1) < OO = aT EX 2 L2 ((0, 1), L2 (8M, h))
Here the L 2 space in the right-hand side is with respect to the usual measure dx.
By the same token, ac, OT, and 3c must all lie in the same weighted L 2 space with
respect to dx.
Next, if *' denotes the Hodge star on WM (with respect to the metric h), then the
definition of * implies that in U,
(f = X __ + -A =+ 1)k )b)
kb xa lA x(k-l)b = (n-k)b + (-1 (n-k-) b
When we compute f.{}xaM a A * , only the tangential part of a A *P will be
relevant, because the conormal part of any (n - 1)-form integrates to zero over {x} x
OM (as the restriction of dx to that submanifold is zero). But the tangential part of
a A *,3 is equal to
p+q aT A *'•
3c
x(n-1)b
We have seen that aT x++b(n-)L 2 ((0, 1),L 2 (k-l(M, h)). We also know that
c E +1 ( 2 L 2((0, 1), L 2 k-l(aM, h)). Since *' preserves pointwise norm, this
also means *'/•3  e xa++b(n- 1) L2((0, 1), L2 n-k(M, h)). Adding together all powers
of x, we get
xp+qaTA */C E xP+q+a+lLl((0, 1), LlOn-l(iM, h))
Z(n-l)b
because a wedge product of two L 2 forms is L 1.
Since the tangential part of a A *• lies in xl+'L ((0, 1), L'1Q- 1 (M, h)), it must
be equal to x 1••y(x), where -y is an element of L1((0, 1), LlQn-l(OM, h)). So we see
that
a A *3 = xp (A n' 1 )b J xl+OY(x)
J{X}xaM {/x}xOM XA*3 ={ J}xaM
and our goal is to show that for any 1 > 0, there is an x < 1 for which the absolute
value of this quantity is less than Ax. That is easy to see by contradiction. Assume
that there is an 1 such that for each x < 1, the above quantity is greater than or equal
to xO in absolute value. Clearly
Jzx}xaM J{}xaM X
and since this identity holds for each x < 1, y cannot possibly be an element of
L'((o, 1), L'Qn- 1(OM, h)): the integral fo If{.}xa×M (x) dx will already diverge, by
the dominated convergence theorem, and thus f f{o}×)xaM IIJYllhdvolh dx will not con-
verge either. (By the triangle inequality, the second integral is no smaller than the
first.) This is a contradiction, so our assumption was false and there is no positive 1
for which any x < 1 satisfies I f{ xaM xl+/-y(x) > x> . This completes the proof. OE
Lemma 5.4 can also be restated as follows.
Lemma 5.5 Assume that a E Copk-1l(Int(M)), and , E C•oQk(Int(M)). Assume
further that a E xPL 2fQk-1(M), # E xqL 2Qk(M), da E xP'L 2qk(M), and JP E
xq'L 2 k-l(M), where p, q, p' and q' are real numbers. If p + q + a > 0, p + q' > 0
and p' + q > 0, then (da, O) = (a, 60).
Proof. Setting E = min(p + q', q + p') reduces this to Lemma 5.4. O
This lemma can be easily generalized to forms of mixed degree:
Lemma 5.6 Assume that a, , E C'OS(M) are smooth differential forms (possibly
of mixed degree). If a E xPL 2 2(M), 0 E xqL 2Q(M), da E xP'L 2Q(M), and 53 E
xz'L 2f(M) for some realp, p', q, and q', and ifp+q' > O, q+p' > 0 and p+q+a > 0,
then (da, /) = (a, dp).
Proof. Let a = n ak and 3 = E-•= k, where for each k ak E Cik(M) and
3k E Co2k(M) are the k-th degree parts of a and 0, respectively. Since any two
forms of different degrees are L2-orthogonal, we have
(da, ,) = K dak :, 3k • (da- 1, )3k) and by the same token,
k=O k=O k=l1
(a,313) = ak E(a k-"1, ok)
k=O k=O k=1
So it suffices to show that (dak-1, fk) = (ak-1, 6k) for each k between 1 and n.
But for each such k we have ak-1 E xPL 2 Qk-1(M), Ok E xqL 2 k(M), da k - 1 E
xP'L 2 Qk(M), and 60k E x 'L 2 Qk-1(M), because the norms of ak-1, , dak-1 and
6 ,3 k in these spaces are bounded from above by the norms of a, 3, da and 63,
respectively. Since each a k- 1 and 3k is smooth (as a and 3 are), Lemma 5.5 shows
that (dak-l, k) = (Ok-1, 60k) for all k E {1,... ,n}. O
In the proof of Lemma 5.4 we only used the facts that da A *,3 and a A *5/b
both lie in x'LlRn(M), while the tangential part of the restriction of a A ,*3 to the
collar neighborhood U lies in xP+qL1Qn-1(U). The first fact enabled us to estimate
f[o,) xaM da A *• - a A *•P, and the second fact gave us an estimate on fi} xaM aA *3.
So Lemma 5.4 can be also restated in a more general (though less elegant) way:
Lemma 5.7 Let a E C~"k-l(Int(M)) and P E CoQok(Int(M)) be smooth differen-
tial forms. Assume that daA*/3 and aA/*6P lie in x'L1Qn(M), and the tangential part
of (aA*13)l lies in x-a+OL Qn-1(U), where e, € > 0 are real. Then (da, P) = (a, 3P).
This result can also be generalized to mixed form degree, but we will never need
to apply it to forms of mixed degree. The lemmas on integration by parts will enable
us to prove the Hodge cohomology theorem for type (a, b)-metrics. We begin with
the case of "small" k.
5.2 Case k < n+ -a/b2
The result that we obtain in this section will apply only to the case k < n1 ,
n-la/b {0, 1, ... , n - 1}. However, along the way we will derive several lemmas
that will directly extend either to the case -a/b < k < n-+a/b , or to n / E
{0, 1,...,n - 1}, or both. So we will spell out our assumptions on k and on a/b in
the statement of each lemma.
If k is smaller than n+1 , our goal is to prove that k (M) c Hk
We will construct a map from 7-k(M) to Hk(M, oM), and then prove that this
map is both injective and surjective. The trick is to use an appropriate model of
Hk(M, OM) for the proof of each of these statements. Its standard definition uses
the chain complex of smooth and compactly supported forms on M:
Cqk(M) = {w E CoQk(M) : supp(w) is compact in Int(M)}
An equivalent definition of Hk(M, OM) is that it is the cohomology of the chain
complex A', where the space Ak is, by definition
{w E COQk(Int(M)) : wlu = w + dx A w2, wl E C((O, 1), CaQk(aM)),
w2 E Cw((0, 1), Co"Qk-1 (aM)), lim IlWl(x)1IL2 = lim IId'wl(x)llL2 = 0;
X--O x-*O
31, C: Vx, p Iw2(x,p)llg <_ CX', -t'w2 (x,p)IIx Cx aw
Here d' is the DeRham operator on OM. In effect, Ak contains all smooth k-forms
w on M whose tangential part in U is vanishing at the boundary, whose conormal
part grows at most polynomially near the boundary, and such that dw satisfies the
same conditions.
We will need yet another equivalent definition of Hk(M, OM). It is the cohomology
of the chain complex B*, where the space Bk contains all smooth forms on M whose
tangential part is rapidly decaying near OM, and whose conormal part grows at most
polynomially near OM. The definition of Bk is
{wl + dx A w2 E Ak : w1 E c'((0, 1), CO2(OM)), w2 E C'((0, 1), C"O(O8M))}
where Coc((0, 1), C"O2k (M)) is the set
w E Co((, 1), QklaMM I : V l j7-i E Z- l m -l 8M= 0
It is clear that the spaces Ak form a chain complex, as do the Bk-s, because
d(Wl + dx AW2)= d'lW1 + dx A d2
so the conormal part of w does not affect the rate of growth of the tangential part
of dw. It is relatively easy to show (by integration from the boundary) that the
inclusions C'Qk(M) C Bk C Ak induce an isomorphism in cohomology.
We will use the complex Ak to prove the existence and injectivity of a map from
,7-k(M) to Hk(M, OM). To prove its surjectivity, we need to show that each relative
cohomology class has a harmonic representative. Since the inclusion of CgOQk(M) into
Bk induces an isomorphism in cohomology, every cohomology class in Hk(M, 9M)
has a representative that lies in C' Ok (M). So, in order to show that the natural map
from 7-k(M) to Hk(M, 0M) is surjective, it suffices to show that any closed element
of COgk(M) differs from a harmonic form by an exact element of Bk.
We first show that there is a natural map from 7k(M) to the third model of
Hk(M, OM). This argument extends to the case n+-a/b 2< n-1+a/b
Lemma 5.8 Assume that k < n-l+a/b and w E -lk(M) is an L 2 harmonic form.
Then w E Bk
Proof. We have seen that any harmonic form on M must be CO in Int(M), so the
smoothness requirement is satisfied. The restriction of any smooth k-form w to U has
the form
IU = nh +" Loh Wl,nh 1,h
2WI,hn ) W2,h
Here Wl,nh, W2,nh E CO((O, 1), tnh(OM)) and W1,h, W2,h E COO((0, 1), GQh(&M)). By the
results of section 4.2, if w is harmonic, then w1,nh and W2,nh are both rapidly decaying
near 8M, and wl,h = xkba k and W2,h - x(n-k)bk-1, where a k E -Lk(dM) and 3k-1 E
7-jk-l(M). For w to be square integrable, both 0 and (-)
must be square integrable on U. In ordinary notation (without matrices) this means
ok and X(n-2k+l)b-a-ldx A Ok-1 have to lie in L 2Qk (U). But Corollary 5.2 states that
this is imposible unless ak = 0, because in our case k is less than or equal to n+1-a/b
(By the same token, k-1 will be zero if k [n+la/b n-la/b] . But we will not use
this fact.) So if w is an L2 harmonic form on M of order k, then it is smooth in
Int(M), and its tangential part in U is
Wl,h W1,nh Xkbak Wl,nh W1,n
wl = (0)+ ( )= ()+ Xkb
which is rapidly decaying near OM, because wl,nh is.
Let dx A w2 denote the conormal part of w in U. It is equal to
dx A W2 = (( +(fk)bIlk)l 
W2,h )2,nh (n-k)bk-1 2,nh
For each x E (0, 1) and p E OM, we have
IIw2(x P)IIg dx' Aw 2(x,P) = x -a-1 1x(n-k)bk-1(p) + 2,nhk(Xp)lhxa+l
< x-a- 1 (X(n-k)bI/k-1 (p)Ih + IW2,nh(X,P)Ilh)
(by the triangle inequality). Since fk-1 is continuous on aM, its h-norm on OM
has a finite maxumum C1 = maxpEOM 11 k- (p)lIh. Because w2,nh is rapidly decaying
near OM, there exists a constant C2 such that for each x E (0, 1) and p E OM,
IW2,nh(X,p)(Ih •_ C2 x(n - k )b. So for every x E (0, 1) and every p E OM, JWJ2 (x,P)1g I
(CI + C2)X(n - k)b- a-1
At the same time
dx A d' 2  X(n-k)bdI: k - 1 + d'Z2,nh
because d' commutes with the powers of x. As 3k - 1 is smooth, d'o k - 1 is continuous,
hence its h-norm on 9M has a finite maximum C3 = maxpEaM Ijd'olk- 1 (p) J. Just as
before, d'w2,nh is rapidly decaying near aM (because w2,nh is), SO there is a constant C04
for which IId'w2,nh(X) lsp < C4 x(n- k)b for every x E (0, 1). Together these estimates
imply that for each x E (0, 1) and p E 3M, IId'w 2 (,p))lg 9 (C3 + C4)X(n- k)b- a- 1 (by
the same triangle inequality as before). Finally, since 9 is rapidly decaying near 3M
(because w1 is), there exists a constant C5 E ]R such that I- (x, p)lg • C5sX(n-k)b-a-1
for any x E (0, 1), p e 3M. So w satisfies the conditions of the definition of Ak: the
constant C from the definition of Ak is equal to the maximum of C1 + C2, C3 + C4,
and C5, and 1 can be any integer smaller than (n - k)b - a - 1. Since w is smooth,
and its tangential part in U is rapidly decaying near 3M, w lies in Bk.
So w is an element of Bk. To show that it represents a relative cohomology class,
we need to prove that it is closed. Of course, for a harmonic k-form that is completely
trivial: since dw is a (k + 1)-form and 6w a (k - 1)-form, and Dw = dw + 6w = 0, dw
and 6w must each be zero. However, we will later need to know that a harmonic L 2
form is always closed, even if it has mixed degree. This is slightly harder to prove,
and it is the subject of our next lemma.
Lemma 5.9 Let w E 7-I(M) be an L2 harmonic form (possibly of mixed form degree).
Then dw = 6w = 0.
Proof. Since Dw = (d + 6)w = 0, we have 0 = 6(d + 6)w = 6dw. We now want to
write
(dw, dw) = (w, 6dw) = 0
but because M has a boundary, we will need to invoke Lemma 5.4 to prove that this
integration by parts is allowed.
Let w = C " ok, where wk E ftk(M) for each k. By the results of Section
4, wk must be smooth for each k, and its restriction to U must be equal to ak +
(n- 2 k+1)b-a-ld A k-1 + Wkh. Here ak 7.k(M) and /3 k CE k-l((M), and wa is
the BNH part of wk in U, smooth and rapidly decaying near 3M. Observe that
n n n
w= wk k  d = dwk, w=Zw&k, hence
k=O k=O k=O
n n
< dw, d >= < dwk, d k >, < w, dw >= E < w k, 6dwk >
k=O k=O
because the scalar product of two forms of different degree is zero. So it suffices
to prove that for each k, < dwk, dwk >=< k , 6dwk >. But according to Section
4, dt k = 0 and d(X(n-2k+l)b-a-ldx A k-1) = 0 in U. So (dwk)Iv = dwkh and
(6dwk)lu = U dwkh. These forms are rapidly decaying near OM, because w~h is.
Thus dwk and 6dwk lie in xCL 2Q(M) for any real C. On the other hand, Lemma
5.1 states that ak E xwL 2Qk(U) for any w < b (k - nl+a/b) By the same lemma,
X(n- 2k+1)b-a-ldx A 3k-1 E xwL 2 Qk(U) for any w < b (n+1a/b - k). Since wk is
smooth inside M (because w is) and its restriction to U is k + X(n-2k+1)b-a-ldx A
k-1 + W and since lies in x"L 2Qk(U) for all w by virtue of being smooth
and rapidly decaying near &M, it follows that wk E xwL 2'k (M) for each w <
min (b (k- n-l+a/b),b(n+l-a/b - k)).
It is now easy to see why Lemma 5.4 applies to the transition
< dwk, dwk >=< wk, &dwk > (5.1)
Fix any number p less than min (b (k - n-l+a/b) ,b (n+la/b - k)). As explained
above, wk will then lie in xPL 22Qk(M). Let q = -a - p + 1. Because dw and Sdw
lie in xzL 2~ (M) for any w, we have dw E xqsk+l(M), dw E x-q+1Qk+1(M) and
6dw E x-P+lQk(M). Since all forms in question are smooth in the interior of M,
the assertions of Lemma 5.4 are satisfied (with E = 1). This proves (5.1), which in
turn implies < dw, dw >=< w,6dw >= 0 and dw = 0. As dw = 0, we also have
6w = Dw - dw = 0. EJ
Every harmonic k-form thus lies in Bk and is closed. That means it repre-
sents a relative cohomology class, so there is a natural linear map from 7-k (M) to
Hk (M, aM). Our next claim is that this map is injective.
Lemma 5.10 Let k < n+a/b and assume that w E Vik(M) is an L 2 harmonic form
that satisfies w = da for some a E Ak- 1. Then w = 0.
Proof. Since the inclusion of Bk into Ak induces an isomorphism in cohomology
and w lies in Bk, w will represent a zero cohomology class in the chain complex Bk
if and only if it represents a zero cohomology class in Ak. So if w = dor for some
oa Ak-1, then there also exists a form o' E Bk- 1 satisfying w = do'. Changing
notation, we can assume without loss of generality that the form a itself lies in B k- 1
That is, the tangential part of a in U can be assumed to rapidly decay near OM.
We have just seen that any L2 harmonic form w satisfies 6w = 0. Our goal is to
justify the integration by parts in
0=(6w,or)=(6da, a) = (da, da) da = O
This time we will use Lemma 5.7 to show that the last transition is legitimate. Observe
first that a and do are both smooth inside M, by the definition of the space Bk- 1
So at least the smoothness conditions of Lemma 5.7 are fulfilled.
Let us fix a positive real c which is less than b (n+ a/b- k). According to
Corollary 5.3, the BH part of w in U is equal to X(n-2k+1)b-a-ldx A Qk- 1 for some
, 3k-1 E Hk-1(8M). By Lemma 5.1, the BH part of w in U lies in x'L 2 Qk(U) for
our choice of e. The BNH part of w lies in xwL 2Qk(U) for all w by virtue of being
smooth and rapidly decaying near OM. Since w is smooth inside M, that implies
w E xEL2 Qk(M). Since do = w E xEL2 Qk(M) and the Hodge star preserves pointwise
norm, we have *do E xEL2 Qn-k(M), and consequently do A do- E x2 L1lQn(M).
Further, 6da = 6w = 0, and hence a A *6dao trivially lies in xw"Lin(M) for any
real w. In particular, a A *6da is an element of x 2 EL1Qn(M).
We need one more condition to invoke Lemma 5.7. That is, we need to know that
the tangential part of a A *dor lies in xzl+L 1((0, 1), L 1•"- 1 (OM)) for some positive
number ¢. But the tangential part of a A *da is the wedge product of the tangential
parts of a and *da. Since do = w, the conormal part of do- is -r A z(n k-1)b 2,nh
Hence the tangential part of *do- is x (n-k)b .*L±*2, Here *' is the Hodge star
on OM. Because 3k-1 is a harmonic (k - 1)-form on OM, *,Ok-1 is a harmonic
(n - k)-form on &M. By Lemma 5.1, this means *1,k-1 lies in xwL2 Qn-k(U) for any
w satisfying
w<b (n-k- n - 1+ a/b) b (n + 1 - a / b - k)2 2
and, in particular, *'3 E xzL 2 qn-k(U). Further, w2,nh is rapidly decaying near aM,
by the results of Section 4.2. Hence must lie in x'L 2 n-k (U), because nhis
smooth and rapidly decaying near OM, and *' preserves pointwise norm. We conclude
that the entire tangential part of *da lies in x'L 2 •n-k(U).
On the other hand, the tangential part of a in U, which we will denote aT, must be
smooth and rapidly decaying near &M, because r E Bk- 1.So aT lies in x"L 2 Qk-l(U)
for any real w. In particular, it belongs to x-aL2 Qk-1(U).
We now see that the tangential part of o A *da is a wedge product of
* t'W2,nh
oT E x-aL22k-1(U) and ' /3k-1 + k)E L 2,Qn-k(U)
So that tangential part lies in x-a+EL•n-1(U). The forms a and da thus satisfy
all assumptions of Lemma 5.7. So the transition (da, da) = (a, 6da) is justified. As
Jda = 3w = 0, this means w = da = 0. O
So the map from 7 k (M) to Hk(M, OM) is injective. It remains to prove that it is
surjective. We will now use the fact that the chain complexes CcQ k(M) and Bk define
the same cohomology. That is, each relative cohomology class has a representative
in CooQk(M). Hence it suffices to prove that each closed element of C,,"k(M) is
cohomologous to a harmonic form in Bk.
Our proof of this fact will consist of several steps. First, we will show that an
element w E Cco2k(M) can always be written as w = wo + D 1 with wo E 7-(M)
and y E Ho,-a•,(M), as long as {2 a 0,1,..., n - 1}. In the exceptional case
n-+a/ {0, 1,..., n - 1} we will show that there exists a similar decomposition w =
w0 + Dy for wo E W-(M) and y E H ' --a-r,, where r is an arbitrary positive number
less than a certain bound ro. To prove these lemmas we will need the Fredholm
properties of D. Next we will prove that if k < "n-1a/ and w E C"k (M) is closed,
then w = dyk-1 + 0wk for 7k-1 E Hoo,-a,oo'k-1(M) (or yk-1 E Hn,'-a-r,oo'k-1(M))
and wo E H-k(M). That will involve an integration by parts. We will then prove that
if k is less than +1-a/b, then the form y7-1 above lies in the space B k- 1. For this we
will compute -yk-1 in a small tubular neighborhood of WM in which w is equal to 0
by solving an ordinary differential equation.
In the first step of our proof of surjectivity we will rely on the following very useful
lemma.
Lemma 5.11 Let w E R be such that D : H m ,w ,w/ -- Hm-1,w+a,w'+b is Fredholm for
all m E Z and w' E R. If, for some mo E Z, w' E R, and y E Hmo,w,"l we have
Dy E Ho•,w+a, , then y E HE W' .
Proof. For any m E Z and any w E R, D : H m ,wl ' -+ Hm-1,w+a,w'+b is, by
assumption, Fredholm. That is, a form w E Hm-1,w+a,w'+b will lie in the image
of D : H m -w,w ' Hm- l,w+a,w'+b if and only if it is L2-orthogonal to the kernel of
the adjoint of that operator. But the adjoint of D : Hm ' ,w' -- Hm- l ,w+a,w' + b is
D: H1-m,-w-a,-w'-b - H- m,-w,-' ' . Consequently,
Vw E H m -l' ,w+aw'+b w E Im (D : H m ' 'w"' -+ H m -l',w+a,w'+b
Sw -L2 Ker (D : H-m,-w-a,-w'-b -__ H-m,-w,-w') (5.2)
Because y E Hmo,w,' , this immediately implies
Dy LL2 Ker (D: Hl-mo,-w-a,--b - H-mo,-~w-w)
However, by Lemma 4.3, every harmonic form in each doubly weighted space Hmqw'
must be smooth, and its BNH part rapidly decaying near WM, i.e.
Ker(D: Hmqw' -+ H m -1lq+aw'+b) C H 'qoo V m, q, w' (5.3)
This fact enables us to conclude that for any m and w', Dy is L2-orthogonal to
Ker (D: H1-m,-w-a,-w'-b -4 H- m ',-W,-W') for all m and w'. To prove it, observe
that any element a E Ker (D : H1-m,-w-a,-wl-b -+ H -m ,-W,-w') must satisfy a E
Ho,-w-a '° by (5.3). Hence a will also belong to H1-mo,-~-a,-w -b, and thus be
an element of Ker (D : H1-mo,-w-a,-w'-b -+ H-mo,-w,-w6), because H1-mo,-w-",-w~-b
contains H"' -" - ,'". This implies a _L2 D', and since a was arbitrary, we have
DTy _L2 Ker (D: H1-m,-w-a,-w'-b ,~ H-M,-t,-w'). It now follows from (5.4) that
Dy E Im(D : Hm,w,~" -- Hm-1lw+a,w'+b). So for every m and w', there exists an
element 7ym,w• E H m'~,- ' satisfying Dym,w, = Dy. Let now m E Z and w' E R
be arbitrary numbers satisfying m > mo and w' > w'. These inequalities imply
H mw,' ' C H m ow°z , and hence ym,w, E Hmo,w,'w . So y - 7m,w/ lies in Hmo,w,• o and
satisfies D(y - 7m,w,) = 0. By (5.3), this means y - ym,w, E Ho•,w,' . Therefore
7 = (y - Ym,w•') + m,w, E H m',w,', as HOO'W,00 C Hm,w,"'. But because m and w' can
be arbitrarily large, we have
7E Hm'q'w' = HH'"O'°
m>mo,w'>Wo
which was the statement of the lemma. O
This will be of great help in the proof of the next lemma, which lays the ground-
work for our proof of surjectivity of the map from 7k"k(M) to Hk(M, aM).
Lemma 5.12 Let w E Cqk (M), and assume { 0 0, 1,..., n - 1}. Then
w = wo + D7 for some wo E 7-I(M) and y E H','-a,, (M).
Proof. We will again utilize the Fredholm properties of D. Recall that since
n-1+a/b {0, 1,..., n - 1}, the operator D : Hm,-a,"' -- Hm-1,0,w'+b is Fredholm for
any integer m and any real w'. So
Vw E Hm-1,0,w'+b w e Im (D : Hm,-a,w' -s- Hm-1,0,w'+b)
<* W IL2 Ker (D : H1-m,o,-w'-b - H-ma,-w') (5.4)
as D : H1-m,o,-w'-b -, H-m,a,-w' is adjoint to D : Hm,-a,w' H, m-1 ,o,w'+b under the
L 2 pairing.
Setting m = 1 and w' = -b, we see that D : H1,-a ,- b - L2 must be Fredholm
too. Thus there is a natural splitting
L 2 = Im(D: H1'-a,' - b -+ L 2) L2 Ker(D : L2 -- H -l ,a,b)
because the sesquilinear form on HO,O,' = L 2 is the usual L 2 inner product, and L 2
is self-dual under that inner product (this makes it different from any other space
Hm,•"w'). Since our original form w is smooth and compactly supported inside M, it
certainly lies in L 2 and can therefore be written as w = wo + Dy, where wo E Ker(D:
L2 -+ H-l,ab) and 7 E H1,-a,-b
According to (5.3), the form wo must belong to H'0 ,o'. Since w lies in C'Q(M),
it too will belong to H' O,'• . We see that Dy = w - wo E H ' ,O"'. In addition,
H m ,- a,w' -- H m - 1,0,w'+ b is Fredholm for all m and w', because n-l+a/b 1, 1,... n-
1}. Hence Lemma 5.11 (with w = -a) applies to y. By that lemma, 7 will belong to
H' ,- ' , ' . Since wo E 7-((M) by the definition of 7I(M) and w = wo + dy, the proof is
complete. 1O
In the exceptional case n-Il+/ {, 1,..., n - 1}, D will not be Fredholm as a
map into L 2 . Lemma 5.12 will then have to be replaced by the following analogue:
Lemma 5.13 Assume that n-l+/b E {0,1,... ,n- 1}. Let w E Ck(M). There
exists a real ro > 0 such that for any positive r < ro, w can be written as w = wo + Dy
with wo E Rk (M) and y E Hoo, - a- r,oo
Proof. The argument will be similar to the proof of Lemma 5.12. By Lemma 4.1,
there is a finite set {wo, ... Wn} such that D : H m +1,w-a,w'-b -+ Hm,w,' ' is Fredholm
for all m, all w' and all w 0 {wo, ... , w}. In addition, it follows from Lemma 4.3
that there exists a small Eh such that any L 2 harmonic form also lies in H •, h °,". Let
ro be so small that ro < Eh, and the interval (-ro, 0) does not contain an element of
{wo, ... , WN}. Let r be any number between 0 and ro0.
Our first step will be to show that w can be written as w = wo + Dy with
wo E 7-(M) and y E H1,-a - r ,-b. By the construction, -r cannot be an element
of {wo,..., wn}, and D : Hi,-a-r,- -b+ HO, - r,O must therefore be Fredholm. Its L2
dual is D : Ho',r, - H -1,a+r,b. An element a E HO,- ' ,o will therefore lie in the im-
age of D : H1,-a-r,-b , Ho,- ro if and only if it is L2-orthogonal to the kernel of
D : HO,r, H -l 1,a+r,b . Because D : H1, -a-,b -+ Ho,- r,o is Fredholm, its image will
have a finite codimension. And since the sesquilinear L 2 pairing between HO,- r,O and
H0o,,o is non-degenerate, we have
codim(Im(D: H1' -~- r,- b - Ho,-r,o)) = dim(Ker(D : Ho,,' --+ H-la+rb))
Since r is positive, Ho ' 0,o is a subset of HO,- r,o. Hence the kernel of D : Ho,r,o
H -1 ,a+rb is also a subset of HO,- r,O. We now want to prove that its intersection with
the image of D : H1,- a-r,-b -- H,-r,O is zero. In effect, what we want to show is
that any a E H ',' ,o that satisfies Da = 0 and a = DT for a form r E H1,-a-r,-b must
satisfy a = 0. (This, of course, is just another way of saying that the intersection of
Ker(D : HO,r,o -_ H-1,a+r ,b) with Im(D: H1,-a- r ,-b - HO,-r,O) is zero.)
To prove that a = 0 under these assumptions, we want to justify the integration
by parts in (DT, Dr) = (T, D 2T). First, since a E Ho•,r, satisfies Da = 0, a will
also belong to Ho' T',, by (5.3). It will thus also lie in H~',- • • , because r > 0 >
-r. Because -r is not one of the exceptional weights wo, .. - , wn, the operator D :
Hm,-a-r,w' -, Hm-1,-r,w'+b will be Fredholm for all m and w'. Lemma 5.11 tells
us that in this case 7 will be an element of Hoo,-a-r,w, as DT = a E He ,- r , • . In
particular, T has to be smooth.
Because r > 0, we have a E Ho, •'0 C H0o,o, = L2 . So a is an L2 harmonic form,
and therefore it will lie in H"0, h," by the definition of Eh. Because d and S map each
H" 'w ' "° to Hoo w +ao , we also have dr, ST E H ,'- r 'c , and likewise da, Sa E Ho' •h +" ',
(We actually know that da and Sa are zero, by Lemma 5.9, but Ho,Eh+a, ' already has
enough decay for our purposes). We will now justify the transitions (dT, a) = (7, Sa)
and (5-, a) = (7, da) using Lemma 5.6.
Since H"'"'" C xwL 2 for any w, we have d- E x-r L2 , a E xhL2 , - E x-a-rL2,
and ýa E xeh+aL2 . Because these forms are smooth and
-r + h = (-a - r)+ (Ch+ a) = (-a - r) +(Eh)+ a> as r < ro < h (5.5)
the conditions of Lemma 5.6 are fulfilled. According to that lemma, (dT, u) = (T, ba).
It is also clear that 6- E H" '- r"• C x-rL2 and da e H " 'eh+a,oo C Xlh+aL 2 . Because
T and a are smooth and because of (5.5), Lemma 5.6 shows that (6S, a) = (T, da).
Added to (d-, o-) = (T, 6a), the last equality yields (DT, a) = (7, Du). As a = Dr,
we have (DT, DT) = (T, D2T) = 0 because a is harmonic. Hence a = DT must be
zero. This proves that Ker(D : Horo - H -1,a+ r ,b) and Im(D : H1,- a-r ,- b --+ Ho,- r,O)
have a zero intersection.
Since Ker(D : Ho,r,o - H-l,a+rb) is a subspace of Ho,- r' , whose dimension is
codim(Im(D : H1,-a-r,-b -+ HO,-r,')), and since these subspaces, as we have just
seen, are transverse, the space Ho',-r, must be equal to their direct sum:
Ho,-r,• = Ker(D : Horo -- H - l,a+rb) D Im(D : H1,-a - r,-b -- Ho,- r,)
Since w lies in HO,- r,O by virtue of being smooth and compactly supported inside M,
it can therefore be written as w = wo + Dy, where wo E Ker(D : H~o,r, -- H- 1,a+rb)
and y E H1l-a - r,- b. But, by (5.3), the form wo with this property must also lie
in H • •'T, , and hence in H •o, - r' ° . w belongs to H', - r~, too, because it is smooth
and compactly supported inside M. So D-y E H ' ,- r ' . We also know that D :
Hm,-a-r,w/ - H m - a , - r ,w ' + b is Fredholm for all m and w', because -r E (-ro, 0) is not
an exceptional weight. Hence Lemma 5.11 applies to y. According to that lemma, -y
belongs to H ' ,-a-r- ' . So w = wo + dy, where wo E H ' ,r," C L2 is a harmonic form
and -y is an element of He',- . o
For any e E (0, 1), let Ue denote the subset of the collar neighborhood U diffeo-
morphic to (0, E) x 6M. Since w is compactly supported inside M, there exists a small
positive E such that supp(w) C M - U'.
Our next step is to replace Dy with dy, and then wo with its part of degree k
and -y with its part of degree k - 1, respectively. This will be the subject of our next
lemma. In the statement of that lemma we will only assume that w can be expressed
as wo + dy for wo E -I(M) and -y E H w ,- a - s, , where the real number s can be made
arbitrarily small. We add this complication to make the lemma below apply to the
exceptional case n1'-a E {0, 1,..., n - 1}, when instead of Lemma 5.12 we will need
to rely on Lemma 5.13.
Lemma 5.14 Let k < n-+a/b and let w E Cc,,2k(M) be a
exists a small real s such that if w can be written as wo +
and 7 E Ho,- a- S, , then w can also be represented as w =
wO E Clk(M) and 7k-i E H- -- "R Io(M). In addition,
supp(w) C M - U,, then k - 1 restricts on U, (0, e) x aM to
yk-i1
x(n-k)b-aok-1 + rT
x(n-k+l)bo k- 2 + ac
X(k-1)bo k - 1 ± aT
x(n-k+l)b k- 2 + ac
closed k-form. There
dy with wo E R(M)
wk + dyk - 1 for some
if E is so small that
if k < 1 n-l2a/b
if n+1-a/b k < n-1+a/b2 2
where k-1 E -k-l(aM), ¢k-2 E 1-(k- 2 (aM), aT, C E Cw ((0, E), CQ(OM)).
Proof. If M were compact, we could simply write
dw = 0 = d(wo + dy + by) = 0 = d6y = 0 and (-y, Jy) = (y, dJy) = 0
which would imply &y = 0. But because M is not compact, we will need an intricate
calculation to estimate the rate of growth of y inside U, and make sure that the
integration by parts in (&y, &y) = (y, d7y) is justified.
Assume that wo = -o wi and Y = Ino 07, where Jo0, yj E QV (M) for each j.
By Lemma 5.9, Dwo = 0 implies that dwo = 6wo = 0. That means dj o = 6w• = 0 for
each j, because dWo is the (j + 1)-th degree part of dwo, and Swg is the (j - 1)-th degree
part of s 0w. So we see that each wO must itself be harmonic. By Lemma 4.3, that
implies that the BH part of wg in U must be j)b -  , where a E j(&M)
and (M) are harmonic forms on M for each j-1
and /37 E jH-7 -(1(M) are harmonic forms on WM for each j.
Since D preserves the BH and BNH parts of a form, the BH part of Dy in U, must
be the difference of the BH parts of w and wo. As wo vanishes inside U, its BH part
is zero inside U,. So the BH part of Dy in U, is equal to z o
the difference of the BH parts of w and wo0.
-xi'ba
-(n-j)b oj-
Let us denote the BH part of in U by (
part of a form by (3.1), the BH part of Dy is equal to
0
Za+1 z xaAbTXx
-xa+1i + xa(n- A - l)b n
0 j=o
n(
j=0
This is equal to the difference between the BH parts of w and wo, i.e.
Because D acts on the BH
'M-ic
n(
E --xa+1
j=0 1xOxr
+ Xa(n - )bfc)
=0 ( Oj=o xa J )
n
= - Zjbaj
j=0
n
E=O(n-j)b }-lj=0
We now shift indices, replacing each j with a j + 1 in the left-hand side of the first
equation and in the right-hand side of the second. Then we separate each side by
form degree. We get
(n - j - 1)bfc)
a(X
x '
xaibw
= - xjb
Sx(n-j- 1)b)3i
for all j between 0 and n-1. According to the product rule, x4+Cf = x-Cx (xCf)
for any smooth f and any real C, so the above is equivalent to
xax(n-j- 1)b (x-(n-j-)bC)
-a+1 + Za(n - j) bfr 1
a+1 xajb4
Ox
= Xjb j
=anjb ( jb (n-j--1)bJ
To compute YT and Y, we need to integrate the right-hand side of the following two
ODEs:
-(x(-n-l)bc) =b Zx(2j-n+1)b-a-1 j
S(X-jb _= (n-2j-1)b-a-1 jax
Observe that we cannot get a logarithm by integrating the right-hand side of the
first (respectively, second) equation unless j = n1 (or j = nla). Indeed, the
power of x in the right-hand side of the first (respectively, second) equation is equal
to -1 if and only if
(2j-n+l)b-a-l=-1l = n-J+a/b or, respectively,2
n- 1- a/b
(n-2j-1)b-a-1= -1 j = 2
Let us denote the constant of integration oi in the first ODE and 07 in the second. ¢V
and 'b are just some x-independent harmonic forms on OM. Solving the two ODEs,
we get
Sx(n-j-1l)b-a + 'j b if j n--a/b
= (n-2j-1)b-a + 2 (5.6)
xZb In(x)Oj + xjb0 i  if j n-1- 2(
Xj( b--a Ol+ x(n-j-1)b fj i n-l+a/b
(2j-n+l)b-a 2 (5.7)
z(n- j - 1)b ln(x)j + X(n-j-1)b4 ,j if j = 2n-+
where the denominators, as we have just seen, will be non-zero under these assump-
tions on j.
The condition - E Ho' ,-a-s, ' o will imply that some of these terms vanish. First, it
means that y is smooth in M, and its BNH part is rapidly decaying near OM. Thus
the only thing we need to test to see whether yj lies in x"L 2 is whether its BH part
lies in xwL 2(U,). So, for any real weight w we have
- E x wL 2 4 -y E xwL 2 \j 4=
j-17c
E xwL 2(U,) and 0
iYc
E xwL 2(Ue) Vj E {0,1,...,n-1}
This condition is in turn equivalent to
X(n-j-1)b-a3j
(nj2j b b a+(n - 2j - 1)b - a E xwL
2 ((0, dx), Oh(8M ), x
'a+l+b(n-1)
X(j-1)b-a j - 1  x(nj)bPj_ 1  ((E),(2j - n - 1)b- a
as long as j is not equal to either n--/b or n+l+/ If j = , then (5.8) has2 o 2 2+
to be replaced by
Xjb ln(x)f,3 + xLib2 0 xwL ((0, E), k (1M), I dxh xa+l+b(n-1)
Likewise, if j = n+l+a/b (i.e. j - 1 = n-l+a/b), then instead of (5.9) we have
Lieisifj= 2 ,2
x(n-j)b ln(x)j-' + x(n-j)b/j - 1i E xwL 2 ((0, ),7£j,-' (OM), dxXa+l+b(n-1)
Observe that, if j n--a/b then the powers of x in the two summands of the left-
hand side of (5.8) are distinct. Likewise, if j , n+a/b then the two summands in
the right-hand side of (5.9) have distinct powers of x. This is clear, since
(n - j - 1)b-a= jb j = n -a/b2
n+ 1 + a/b(j - 1)b - a = (n - j)b j = 2
Thus, if j n--a/b , then '9T can only lie in xL 2((0, E), Q h(M), =X+1 +(-) if
X(n-j-1)b-a j and xjb0 j both lie in that space. Likewise, if j = n ,i+a/b then, j'
will be an element of that space if and only if x(j-1)b-aa j - 1 and x(n-j)b j - 1 be-
long to it. This is true because the powers of x in the summands of '?4 and yic-
(5.8)
(5.9)
)C xwL2(U ) Vj4
l (OM) dx
xa+l+b(n-1)
are distinct under these assumptions on j. Similarly, if j = 2n , then , will
lie in xL 2((0, e), Qh(0M), 1 -1)) if and only if xjb ln(x)/3J lies in that space.
If j = n+la/b, then -y--1 will lie in xwL 2 ((0, E), Qh(OM), a+( -) if and only if
x(n-j)b ln(x)aj - 1 lies in that space. This is the case because xjbiO becomes small com-
pared to xjb ln(x)3pj, and x(n-j)b j-1 becomes small compared to x(n-j)b ln(x)a j - 1 , as
x tends to zero. (We are using the fact that a•, /• , ¢ and 0j do not depend on x.)
We now perform six calculations: for non-zero aj, /3, q3 and ,i we have
S X2(n-j-1)b-2a-2wj 12 dx 
-3a + (n - 2j - 1)b (5.10)
0 Xa+l+b(n-1 )  2
X 2jb-2w uaiL2 dx < -a + (2j - n + 1)b (5.11)
xa+1+b(n-1) 2
j x2(nj- )b2-2awj j- 1 jL2  < 00 W < -a + ( - 1)b (5.12)o 2 xa+1+b(n-1) 2
2njb-2w IIL2+l+b(l)< 00 W < 2(5.1)
S 2(n-j)b-2w 2Ij-12 dx 
-a + (n - 2j + 1)b (515)
0 IL2 xa+l+b(n-1) 2
Each of these inequalities comes from the condition that the power of x in the
corresponding integral is greater than -1. In the last two inequalities we use the fact
that In x is dominated by any negative power of x near x = 0.
According to our assumptions, y lies in H ',-a-S, , and thus it must be an element
of x-a-L 2 . Plugging -a - s for w, we see that the first four inequalities translate to
n - 1 - a/b s n + 1+ a/b s3- O j< +-; a -7 f0 j>2 b; 2 b
2 b 2 b
We do not need to mention the exceptional values of j here, because n-i-a/b satisfies2
the inequalities arising from /3 or #i being non-zero, and ++a/b likewise satisfies
the inequalities following from acj- or ?j-1 being non-zero.
We now claim that, if s is small enough, then the extra term 2 can be thrown
away from the above inequalities. Indeed, if sl > 0 is so small that there are no
integers in (n-l-a/b, n-i-a/b , then any integer j which satisfies j < n-l-a/b+2 2 b 2 b
will also satisfy j < n-i-a/b A small positive number with this property must
exist, since for any t E R there exists a small X such that there are no integers
in (t, t + X). By the same token, let s2, 83 and 84 be small positive numbers such
that there are no integers in (n+l+,/b _2 n-l+a/b (-lIa/b 3 n-- , or ina b ' 2 2 b' ),orin
n++a/b n+la/b + . These conditions clearly remain true if sli, 2, 83, or S4 are
decreased. Now any integer j such that j > n--a/b will also satisfy j 2n--a/b2 b 2 
Likewise, any j E Z that satisfies j > n+l+a/b - a will also satisfy j n+,+a/ and
any j E Z such that j < n+la/b + will automatically satisfy j 5 n+l+±/b We
finally set s to be the smallest of the numbers si, S2, 83, and s4. This value of s will
remain fixed through the rest of the proof. With this choice of s, the implications
from aj-1, L3, Oj, or 0 ,j-1 being non-zero can be rewritten as follows:
n - 1 - a/b n + 1 + a/b2 fO -j 0 = j > (5.16)2 2
n - 1 - a/b n+1+ ab
0 = _ j n + 1+a/b (5.17)2 2
Applying these conditions to (5.6) and (5.7), we see that if j < ,n-a/b then
(--, - )b 3 and yý- = z(n-j)bbj-1. By (5.10) and (5.13),
For n - 1 - a/b 
-3a (n- 2j - 1)bFor j <y j E x"L 2  = w < + (5.18)2 2 2
(-3a (n - 2j - 1)b --a (n - 2j + 1)b
Similarly, if n-I-a/b <, then j'< = ibai and 9i = z(n-j)b j-1. This
For < - E"L W < (5.19)2 2 2
n n + 1+ a/b 2 -a + b(n - 2j + 1)For - < 3 < xL 2  = w < (5.20)2F 2 2
This follows from (5.11) and (5.13) and the fact that
-a + b(2j - n + 1) -a + b(n - 2j + 1) n
2 -2
Finally, if j > n+l+a/b then ( = xjb/ and -1 (j- n)b-a aj-12 ' ' c (2)-n-I)b-a
(5.11) and (5.12) imply
In this case
n + 1 + a/bFor j > 2
-3a
, 72 e xWL 2  w < 2
(2j- n- 1)b
2
(2j - n - 1)b
2
-a (2j - n + 1)b
2 2
Similar inequalities can be deduced for the borderline values of j, i.e. for j =
n(+a/b) If j n--a/ then (5.6), (5.7), and (5.16) imply that ,_ = x j b In(x)/3 +2 2 n
xjb/i and y1 = xn-Jbj-'l. By (5.14) and (5.13), 7y will lie in xwL 2 if w <
-a+(n-2j+1)b -a+(2j-n+l)b n-1-a/b
-a(n2j+l)b and w < 2 )b Plugging j - into these inequalities,
we see that they are equivalent to w < b and w < -a. So 7 j will belongs to xwL 2 for
any w < -a, as a and b are positive.
If j n+l+/b2 , it follows from (5.6), (5.7), and (5.16) that ', = xjbf and -1 =
x(n- j )b ln(x)aj - 1 + (n-j)bi j - 1 . In this case, according to (5.15) and (5.11), 7j will
belong to xL 2 if W < -a(n-2j+l)b and w < -+(2j-)b Once we plug j - n+i+a/b2 2 2
into these inequalities, they again become w < -a and w < b, so in this case 7j will
again lie in xwL 2 for each w < -a.
We need to use these estimates on 4i and 'c to justify the integration by parts
in (6y, 7y) = (y, d-y). Observe first that
n
=y0, Z y)
j=0O
n
j=0 ( iI -Y)j=0
and likewise
(y, d6y) = j=j=0
n
j=0
because any two forms of different form degree are orthogonal. So our goal is to show
that (6-y, 67j ) = (7y, dJy-) for each j E {0, 1, ... n}. We will prove this separately for
because
-3a
2+
(5.21)
(6y, 6y) =
j=0O
1/ -1-a/ - n n n+l+a/b n+l+a/beach of the four cases j < a/b < < < < and j > n a/
and then deal with the borderline cases j "n--a/b and j = a/b In each of those
cases we will invoke Lemma 5.5. Observe first that 7j, and hence dy3J and 6-yj , are
always smooth by the definition of H" ,- a- s"' . So the smoothness assumptions of
Lemma 5.5 are satisfied, and we only need to show that 7y, 6 -y1 and d5y j lie in the
appropriate weighted L 2 spaces. This is done differently for different ranges of j.
Assume first that j < n- /b Let E1 be a positive real number. According
to (5.18), in this case yj E PL 2 for p -3a(n2j-)b _ 1. In conjunction with
7j E Ho ,-a - S,-O, this implies yj E H 'P . Since d and 6 map H • ' , ,' to Hoo,w+a,oo
for any real w, it follows that 6by E H'1' '"~ for q = - 2)b _ l. By the same
token, dsyj E Hoo, '""o for q' = a+(n-2j-1)b -q. It is also clear that &y7 e H",P',' for
p' = q. Observe that
p + q + a = p' + q = p + q' = -a + (n - 2j - 1)b - 2c,
In order to justify the integration by parts (yi, d Jyi) = (6byi, 6-yi) by using Lemma
5.5, we therefore only need to show that -a + (n - 2j - 1)b - 2E1 will be positive for
the right choice of e1. (Here and below we are using the fact that H"• '• " is a subset
of x•L 2 , which follows immediately from the definition of these spaces.) In effect,
that means we have to show that -a + (n - 2j - 1)b is greater than 0, because e1 can
then be chosen between zero and half of that number. But
n - 1 - a/b
-a + (n- 2j - 1)b > 0 €€j < 2
and that is exactly the range of j that we are dealing with. So the last inequality
holds, and by Lemma 5.5 the equality (-yj, dSJy) = (6yi, 6yj ) is true.
Consider now the case n-a/b < J < n . For any positive real E2, yi will belong
to H0' p"' for p = -a+b(2j-n+1) - E2 , according to (5.19) and because yJ E He, - a-s 'o
As d and 6 map Ho' ', ' to H, ' +a '' for all w, it follows that 6 jY E Ho,q,' , d&7y E
H oo q' 'oo and 6-yj E H ' ,p ' ,~" for q = p' = a+b(2j-n+l) - 62 and q' = 3a+b(2j-n+1) - E2.
We easily compute
p+q+a =p+q'= p' +q= a+b(2j -n+ 1) -262
To justify (yi, d Jyi) = (&yj, &yJ) by invoking Lemma 5.5, we only need to show that
this quantity is positive for a small enough e2. That will immediately follow if we can
show that a + b(2j - n + 1) is positive. However,
n - 1 - a/b
a+b(2j-n+ 1) > 0 1j> 2
and since we're dealing with the case n--a/b < j , Lemma 5.5 applies and tells
us that (yi , d6yj ) = (67j y , yj).
The other two ranges of j are almost identical. If j < ~ , assume E3 is real
and positive. We know from (5.20) and the condition y• E Hoo,-a-s,' that in this case
yj E H0 ',P,' for p = -a+b(-2+1) - 3. Consequently, 6yj E H4,q 'o", dbyj E HeO q' o,
and 6yj E H"*' "** for q = p, = a+b(n-2j+1) - 63 and q' = 3a+b(n-2+1)- 63. Also,
p + q + a = p + q' = p' + q = a + b(n - 2j + 1) - 263
so the assumptions of Lemma 5.5 will be satisfied for a small enough e3 as long as
a + b(n - 2j + 1) > 0. The last inequality holds because
n + 1 + a/b
a+b(n- 2j + 1) > 0<> j <
and we assumed j E [ n+l+a/b). So (7 , d-yi) = (67'i, by), by Lemma 5.5.
Ifj > 2+ , let E4 be a positive real number. According to (5.21), y7 E H'"',00
forp = -3a+(2j-n-1)b -4 (because yj E Ho,'-a - s m ). So j E H 'y q ' , d6y E H 'q' ° ° ,
and 6,yi E H',p"', for q = p = -a+(2j-n-1)b - 64 and q' = a+(2j-n+-)b - 4. Just as in
the other cases, we see that
p + q + a = p + q' = p' + q = -a + b(2j - n + 1) - 2E4
and this number will be positive if E4 is sufficiently small, because
n + 1 + a/b
-a + b(2j- n- 1) > 0 j> n + a/b2
which is our assumption on j. So Lemma 5.5 implies (yij, d63yj ) = (Jyj, Syi).
We now need to deal with the borderline values of j. We have seen that for
= n±(l+a/b), 3j will lie in x'L 2 for any w < -a. Assume first that j - n-i-a/b
S2 2
Then -ý = xjb ln(x)/ j + xjb ! and yic- = xn"-jb j - , by (5.6), (5.7), and (5.16).
According to (3.2), the BH part of &yJ is equal to
( -a+1Q + (n - j)bXa Zxjbln(x)ij + xijbi 0
inside U,. The BH part of d6y3 will thus also vanish inside U,. Because the BNH
part of 3yJ is rapidly decaying near OM (since the same is true of -), the BNH parts
of 6yj and d6y j are also rapidly decaying near OM. Hence 6yi and d6y" are smooth
and rapidly decaying near OM, and they therefore must lie in x"L 2 for any w. So if
q = -a - 1, p = 2, q' = -1, and p' = a + 2, then j E XqL 2 (as q < -a), 5yj E xPL2 ,
d5yj E xp'L2 , and 6yj E x' L2 . Since all forms involved are smooth, and p + q + a =
p + q' = p' + q = 1 > 0, Lemma 5.5 justifies the transition (dyij, 3J) = (6yj, 673).
The remaining case is j = n++a2/b Equations (5.6) and (5.7) and the condition
(5.16) then imply @-ý = Zjb/i and -yC = (n-j)bln()aj-l + x(n-j)bCj-1. As 6 acts
on the BH part of a form by (3.2), the BH part of Jy- in U, will be
(0 -xa+i + (n - j)bxa xJb) )_
0 0 xz(n - j )b ln(x)a j - 1 + x(n-j)b j - 1(- a+(n-j)baj-1
Since j = n+i+a/b, a + (n - j)b = (j - 1)b. So the BH part of dyj in U, is
- X (j- 1)bj- 1 i
This is exactly the tangential part of the BH part of w- 1
0
in U,. But since wo is square-integrable on M, w071 must be L2 on U,. So the
BH part of w-, and hence also the tangential part of that BH part, must be
square-integrable inside U,. That is the same as saying that -x(j-1)bo4 - 1 belongs
to L 2((0, e), 7 -k 1(aM), +1+b(-1)) But this last condition is equivalent to
S2(n+l+a/b 1)b 2 dx 12 d
10 a+1+b(n-1) 0
which is only possible as long as aj-1 is zero. We conclude that the BH part of &yj
inside U, is zero. The rest of the argument is identical to the case j = n-2a/b. The
BNH parts of b/-y and d Jy3 will be rapidly decaying near OM, because the same is
true of the BNH part of 7y. Since the BH parts of &yj and dSyi vanish inside U,,
these forms themselves are rapidly decaying near WM. They must therefore lie in
x"L2 for any real w. We now set q = -a- 1, p = 2, q' = -1 and p' = a + 2 and
observe that yj E xqL 2 (since q < -a), byj E xPL 2, d&6y E xP'L 2 , and 6yj E xq'L 2
Since all these forms are smooth and p + q' = q +p' = p + q + a = 1 > 0, the transition
(d&yi, Iyj) = (-yi, 6yi) is justified by Lemma 5.5.
We have proved that (7', dSyj) = (-yj, ByJ) for each j between 0 and n. Conse-
quently, (-y, d&y) = (&y, 6-y), and since d6y = d(w - wo - dy) = 0 this means 5y = 0.
Thus w = wo + dy. But since w has degree k, it is equal to the k-th degree term
of wo + dy, hence w = wo + dyk- 1. We have seen at the beginning of this proof
that w0 is harmonic. We also know that yk-1 E H',-a-s, ook-1(M), because -y is
an element of Ho,-a-s7,•o (M). Moreover, we have deduced the expression for y-1.
Since k < n-+±a/b, it follows trivially that k- 1 < .•+a/ So the only cases we need
to consider are k - 1 < , k - 1 , and n--a/ < k - 1 < n+2+a/
According to the expressions (5.7) and (5.6) for yk-1, and the conditions (5.16) and
(5.17) which make some of the terms vanish, we have
_X(n-k)b-apk-1 1(n-2k+l)b-a + O T
x(n-k+l)b4 k-2 + 0C
n + 1 - a/b
2
x(k-1)bok- 1 T+ T
x(n-k+1)bk-2 + aC
if + 1 - a/bif2 2
n - 1 + a/b
2
1.=k-1 ( (k-1)b ln(x)fk-1 + (k-1)bci + UT
x(n-k+1)b ) k - 2 + Or
if k = n+ 1 - a/b
2
in the neighborhood U, = (0, E) x 9M. Here 3 k-1, 0k-1 and Vk-2 are harmonic forms
on OM, and aT) is the non-harmonic part of -k-l in U, rapidly decaying near
aM because - k - 1 E H ' ,- a ', . All that is left to get the statement of the lemma for
k +l-/b is to rename (-kb-_ to k-1 in the first case.2 (n-2kly need to show that )b-a - 1  0.
If k = n+1-a/b we only need to show that /k-1 = 0.
is the conormal part of the BH part of wo.
But( 0
x(n-k)bok-1
Since wok is square integrable on M,
bk must be square integrable on U,. Hence x(n-k)b 3k - 1 must be ank,)bok-1
element of L2 ((0), e), - 1 (a), a++b(n-1)). This is only possible if
S2(+l-a)b 11 k-1 2 dx-
x2(n- L2 xa+l+b(n <l)  00 E Pk-1I2 <2 dx
(we are using the fact that k is equal to n-lalb) Hence k-1 must be equal to zero,
and this proves the lemma for the exceptional case k = n+1-a/b
Lemma 5.14 makes it extremely easy to show that the map from 7k(M) to the
cohomology of the complex Ak is surjective.
Lemma 5.15 If k < n+2 a/b then any element w E Ak can be written as w =
w" + dyk- 1 for some Wk C k-k(M), ) 1 E Ak- 1.
Proof. Since the inclusion of C"flk(M) into Ak induces an isomorphism in coho-
k-17 
= (
7k-l1
x(n-
mology, there exists a form in the cohomology class of w that is compactly supported
inside M. By replacing w with that form, we can assume without loss of gener-
ality that w itself has compact support in M. If -+/b {0,1,...,n- 1}, we
can use Lemma 5.12 to express w as wo + Dy, where wo E 1-((M) and y is an ele-
ment of H •,-a,' . Since H ' ,-a', C Hoo-a -S 'O for any positive s, - will then lie in
H~,-a-• , • for the number s from the statement of Lemma 5.14. On the other hand, if
n-1a/b {0, 1,..., n- 1}, then let w be a small positive number such that w < r and
w < s, where r is the bound from Lemma 5.13 and s is the constant from the statement
of Lemma 5.14. Then, according to Lemma 5.13, w can be written as w = wo + Dy for
w0e E 7-(M) and y E H"'-, -e ,,. But since H ' ',-a-w'0 C Hoo,- a-'s,, in this case y
will also belong to H ' ,-a-' ,' . In either case the decomposition w = wo + dy satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 5.14. According to that lemma, w can also be written
as w = Wok + dyk-l, where wk E 7-jk(M) and yk-1 is an element of Hg',-a-s', which
satisfies
Z(n-k)b-a k-1 + 0T
X = +(n-k+l)b k- 2  ,C
in a small neighborhood U, (0, E) x dM of the boundary of M. In this expression
¢k-1 E H-k-1(aM), ok-2 E 7-k-2((M), aT E Co((0,E), Cook-1(aM)), and ac E
Cj"~((O, ), C0Qk-2 (&M)). It remains to check that - is an element of Ak-1. It
certainly is smooth inside M, because it belongs to H Oo-a-s,°. So we need to check
that its tangential part vanishes inside M, and its conormal part grows at most
polynomially near oM. Both conditions will be true if they are true of the restriction
of y to U,. The conormal part of 7 clearly cannot grow faster than polynomially near( 0
&M, because x(n-k+l)b k-2  grows polynomially and ac is rapidly decaying near
8M. And the tangential part of ~y is vanishing at OM, because aT is rapidly decaying
near 9M and
Xn-kb-a-) X(n-k)b-ak-1 ) 
= (n-2k+1)b- a k - 1 - 0 as x -- + 0
0 X(k-l)b
because 0k-1 does not depend on x and
n + 1 - a/b(n - 2k + l)b- a > 0 <* k < 2
which is the case we are considering. So y is indeed an element of A k - .
Lemma 5.8 shows that there is a well-defined natural map from 7kk(M) to the
cohomology of the chain complex Ak (because Bk C Ak). By Lemma 5.10, that
natural map is injective. And Lemma 5.15 proves that the map is surjective. Taken
together, those lemmas prove the following part of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 5.16 Assume that a and b are such that -l+a/b{0, ,...,n-1}. Then,
for every < +la/b k(M) Hk(M, DM).
This result immediately implies its counterpart by Poincare duality:
Theorem 5.17 Let a and b satisfyt n-l+a/b {0, 1,. . ., n - 1}. Then, for every
k > n+1-a/b 7Hk(M) Hk (M).
We remark that it is also possible to prove Theorem 5.17 without using Poincare
duality, by showing that the natural map from H-k (M) to the cohomology of Ek is
injective and surjective. That would again involve justifying the appropriate integra-
tions by parts.
5.3 Case n+l-a/b < k < n-l+a/b2 2
We now aim to prove that for +1-a/b < k < n-+1±/b, /k(M) is isomorphic to the
image of Hk(M, OM) under its natural inclusion in Hk(M). This will be relatively
easy, because most of the work has already been done in the previous section. Just
as before, the key to the proof is to choose the right models for relative and absolute
cohomologies.
We will define Hk (M) as the cohomology of the chain complex E*, where Ek is
defined as
{w E CRQk(Int(M)) : wlu = lU + dx A w2; w1, w2 E C'((0, 1), Q(OM)),
31 E Z, C > 0: Vx E (0, 1),p E OM Ijwl(x,p)g, < Cx',
IId'wi(x,p)|g • Cx'1, IIw2(x,p)Ilg ! C 1, Ijd'w2(x,p)jlg < Cx 1
That is, Ek contains all smooth forms of order k whose tangential and conormal parts
in U (and d' of them) grow at most polynomially near OM. The model that we will
use for Hk(M, aM) will be the chain complex B*, defined in the previous section.
Recall that Bk contains all smooth forms on M whose tangential part in U is rapidly
decaying near aM, and whose conormal part in U grows at most polynomially near
aM.
Lemma 5.8 now assures us that there is a natural map from 7-k(M) to Bk. Hence
7k(M) maps naturally to the image of the cohomology of Bk in the cohomology of
Ek. Let us explain why this map is surjective.
Lemma 5.18 If k [ , a/n-+a/b), then any k-form w E Bk can be expressed as
w = w0o + dy for some wo CE k(M) and y e Ek.
Proof. Because the inclusion of CjQ'*(M) into B ° induces an isomorphism in co-
homology, w is cohomologous inside Bk to a smooth form that is compactly supported
inside M. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that w itself is compactly
supported in M (as B' is contained in Ei for all i). We now repeat the argument from
the proof of Lemma 5.15. That is, if n-+/b {0,1,...,n- 1}, then Lemma 5.12
allows us to write w0 + Dy for some forms wo E 7-H(M), - E H o ,-•a, C Ho, - a- s,oo
Here s is the constant from the statement of Lemma 5.14. On the other hand, if
n-+a/b {0, 1,...,n - 1}, we take w be a small positive number such that w < r
and w < s, where r is the bound from Lemma 5.13. Then, according to Lemma 5.13,
w can be written as w = wo + Dy for wo E 7-/(M) and y E Hoo, - 'a-w, . As Hoo,- a-,oo
is contained in H"' ,-- s,oo , - will lie in HIo,- a-" ,, in this case too. So, regardless of
whether n-+a/b is an integer between 0 and n - 1, w can be expressed as wo + dy for
wo E 7-k (M) and y/E H 0 , -a-S9, , where s is the constant defined in the statement of
Lemma 5.14. According to that lemma, w can then be expressed as w = Wk + dy k- l,
where wo E Rk (M) and yk- is an element of Ho•,-a-s,• which satisfies
Z(k-1)bok-1 + UT
S= Ix(n-k+l)b k- 2 + k C2
in a small neighborhood U, = (0, e) x 9M of the boundary of M. In the above
expression ¢k-1, k-2 E H(OM), and UT, ac E C"((O, 1), C0~Q(aM)). It is clear
that 7 u will grow at most polynomially near &M if the same is true of IUE,. But
yIU, definitely does not grow faster than polynomially near &M, since oT and ac are
rapidly decaying near OM, and €k-1 and Vbk-2 do not depend on x. The same is true
of d' of the tangential and conormal part of y, because powers of x commute through
d'. Since y is also smooth (being an element of H',-a,'), it lies in E k- 1 by definition,
and this completes the proof. O]
So any cohomology class of Ek which lies in the image of the cohomology of Bk
must contain a harmonic element. Hence the map of Ik (M) to the image of the
inclusion of Hk (M, OM) into Hk (M) is surjective. It remains to show that this map
is injective. For this we cannot draw an analogy with the case k < n12 ; we will
need another argument that uses integration by parts.
Lemma 5.19 Let k E [n+-/b, •n a/b), and let w E Lk(M) be a harmonic form
that satisfies w = da for an element au E k- 1. Then w = 0.
Proof. This is similar to Lemma 5.10, though not implied by it. We again seek to
justify the transition (bda, a) = (da, da). Once that is done, we will be able to write
Sw = 0 = 6da = 0 = (da, da) = (a, 6do) = 0 =4 w = do = 0
To justify the transition (bda, a) = (do, dU), we will use Lemma 5.5. Assume that
UaU = Ua + dx A aU2, where al, U2 E Ce((0, 1), C•~(OM)). By the definition of Ek,
ua E k-1 implies that there exist an 1 E Z and a C E R such that I1al(X,p)Ig < CXz
and J1a2(x,p)Ilg 5 Cxz for all x E (0, 1), p E OM. Therefore
j1X_,x 11O2 dVolg IM C2x_ 2w+21  dx dVolh1 | V2a+l+b(n-l ) dVolh
and this quantity will be finite if
b(n- 1)+a
-2w + 21- a- 1 - b(n - 1) > -1 * w < 2
It is likewise easy to see that
x-'dx A 12 dVol = a+--w -d A2 a 2 dVol, <
SC 2X2a+2- 2w+21  dx dVolh<a+l+b(n-l). lh
where the last integral converges if
a + 1 - 2w + 21 - b(n- 1) > -1 < b(n- 1) -a- 22
Since 21 - b(n - 1) - a < 21- b(n - 1) + a + 2, we see that both the tangential and the
conormal part of x-"alu will be square integrable for any w < 1b(n-1)+a. Since a is
smooth on M, this means a E xPL 2 Qk-1(M) for any p < I - b(n-1)+a. Choose any real
p satisfying this inequality, and let q = -p -a +1, q' = -p +1 and p' = p+a. Because
w ik (M) and k [n+l-a/b, n -l+/b), w must be smooth and rapidly decaying near
WM by Corollary 5.3. A rapidly decaying form lies in x"L 2 for any weight w, so we
have da = w E xP'L 2 Qk(M) and da E xqL 2q2k(M). Finally, since Sda = 6w = 0 by
Lemma 5.9, Mda trivially lies in xqL 2fOk-1(M). Because a, da, and 6da are all smooth
(a being an element of Ek-1), and because p+q' = p'+q = p+q+a = 1 > 0, Lemma
5.5 justifies the transition (do, da) = (a, Sda). As ,da = 0, we have w = da = 0. O
So the natural map of ik (M) into the image of the cohomology of Bk in the
cohomology of Ek is surjective by Lemma 5.18, and injective by Lemma 5.19. We
have thus proved another part of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 5.20 7-1k(M) is isomorphic to the image of Hk(M, &M) under the inclu-
sion in Hk(M) for all k e [n+l-a/b n-l+a/b)
If n-l+a/b is an integer, it will satisfy n-l+a/b n+l-a/b Poincare duality
then implies that the statement of last theorem extends to k = -+/b. Combining
it with Theorem 5.16 and Theorem 5.17, we get the statement of Theorem 1.3.
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